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Abstract 
Engineered Nanoparticles (ENPs) have generated significant public and scientific excitement due 
to their unique physical, chemical, and electrical properties which has led to their application in a 
wide variety of industries. Landfills are a likely disposal site for ENPs at the end of their useful 
life, either encapsulated in a product as discrete nanoparticles or in nanoparticle agglomerates. 
Most countries and jurisdictions have landfill design regulations to provide an effective 
impermeable barrier between a landfill and soil/groundwater, however, landfills are still of 
concern due to the potential threat to groundwater resources. This study assesses the fate of 
selected ENPs (multi-walled carbon nanotubes, single-walled carbon nanotubes, nC60, and 
Quantum dots) beneath a representative landfill using a two-dimensional finite element model 
that solves modified colloid filtration theory. Simulation conditions were representative of 
conditions present in landfill systems (e.g., porous media as fine as silt to clay and a natural 
groundwater flow). Findings suggest that site blocking function is an important factor governing 
ENP mobility. These findings suggest that properly designed and constructed landfills will be 
able to significantly limit ENP transport to the environment for extended periods of time (i.e., 
100 years). 
Keywords:  engineered nanoparticles, multi-walled carbon nanotubes. single-walled carbon 
nanotubes, nC60, quantum dots, landfill, colloid filtration theory, site blocking 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Background 
Engineered nanoparticles (ENPs) are particles with one or more dimensions of the order of 100 
nm or less (BSI, 2011). These ENPs are widely used in different commercial and industrial 
productions (e.g., drug delivery, automotive industries, advance electronic components) because 
of their unique optical, chemical, electrical, and mechanical properties (Alivisatos, 1996; Hu et 
al., 2007; Kroto et al., 1985; Mauter and Elimelech, 2008; Petosa et al., 2010). It is expected that 
$2.6-2.95 trillion in consumer products will incorporate nanomaterials by the year 2014 or 2015 
(Hobson, 2009). ENP toxicity studies have reported that these particles can harm both the 
environment and human health. ENPs have strong antimicrobial properties which cause cell 
membrane damage and bacterial cell death (e.g., Handy and Shaw, 2007; Lyon et al., 2006; 
Magrez et al., 2006). Moreover, many ENPs have been reported to be the cause of serious health 
diseases (e.g., cancer, fibrosis and lung diseases, damage liver and kidney tissues) (e.g., Dhawan 
et al., 2006; Hardman, 2006; Lam et al., 2004). 
Landfills are a likely ENPs disposal site at the end of their useful life, either encapsulated in a 
product (e.g., sunscreen or tennis racket), as discrete nanoparticles or in nanoparticle 
agglomerates and these ENPs can be exposed to environment from these sites. How these ENPs 
migrate from landfills is a very important consideration in landfill design with the ultimate goal 
of protecting the environmental ecosystem and human health. Some previous studies investigated 
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the mobility and deposition of ENPs in porous media in controlled laboratory experiments, while 
few studies developed multi-dimensional models to investigate the fate of ENPs at field scale.  
 
1.2 Research Objectives 
COMSOL Multiphysics 3.5a (Burlington, MS, U. S. A.), a finite element software package, has 
been used to simulate the transport of ENPs in landfill barrier systems. This software solves 
multiple partial differential equations together and can incorporate subdomains facilitating 
simulation of heterogeneous subsurface domains, consistent with realistic field sites. 
The main objective of this study is to assess the mobility of select ENPs beneath a representative 
landfill. A two-dimensional finite element model has been developed considering porous media 
as fine as silt to clay and a natural groundwater velocity to predict the mobility and retention of 
ENPs in subsurface systems. The fate and deposition of representative ENPs (e.g., carbon 
nanoparticles (CNPs) and quantum dots (QDs)) to critical receptors, such as drinking water 
sources, are predicted as a function of a range of conditions (e.g., porous media characteristics, 
ENPs properties, ENPs concentration). A sensitivity analysis was performed to identify the 
influence of different model parameters on ENP mobility. 
 
1.3 Thesis Outline 
This thesis is written in ‘Integrated Article Format’ in which the following chapters are 
described: 
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Chapter 1 introduces general background of ENPs with their widespread usage and associated 
risks information as well as the general objective and outlines of this study. 
Chapter 2 presents a brief description of relevant theories such as the traditional Colloid 
Filtration Theory (CFT) and additional mechanisms governing colloid particle-particle and 
particle-collector interaction. Moreover, this chapter reviews previous research studies relevant 
to the mobility and deposition of representative ENPs (e.g., CNPs and QDs) and colloid particles 
in subsurface porous media including experimental studies as well as one and two-dimensional 
numerical model studies. 
Chapter 3 presents the two-dimensional finite element model used to assess the fate and retention 
of multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs), single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs), 
fullerenes (nC60), and quantum dots (QDs) in a field scale subsurface environment. This chapter 
also incorporates a discussion on simulations results. 
Chapter 4 summarizes the research findings in this study based on the outcomes of this work, as 
well as recommendations for future work on the ultimate fate of ENPs in the environment. 
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Chapter 2 
Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction 
Engineered nanoparticles (ENPs) are particles with one or more dimensions of the order of 100 
nm or less (BSI, 2011). ENPs are traditionally referred to as ultrafine particles in air, while they 
are in colloidal form in soil and water (Klaine et al., 2008; Lead and Wilkinson, 2006). The 
properties of these particles are different from larger bulk materials because of their size, which 
usually develop at a critical length scale below 100 nm (BSI, 2011; Lowry et al., 2012). ENPs 
exhibit unique optical, magnetic, chemical, thermal, electrical, and mechanical properties, which 
create a significant demand in different commercial and industrial applications (Alivisatos, 1996; 
Hu et al., 2007; Kroto et al., 1985; Mauter and Elimelech, 2008; Petosa et al., 2010). Potential 
applications of ENPs include reinforced concrete, plastics, catalysts, aerospace, and drug 
delivery (carbon nanotubes), automotive industries, sunscreens, paints, papers, inks, tires, tennis 
rackets, video screens, cosmetics (nano titanium-dioxide and nano zinc-oxide), transistors, solar 
energy conversion, light-emitting diodes, medical diagnostics (quantum dots), water purification 
systems, electronic components, and detergents as well as advanced bio-sensors (nano-gold) 
(Alivisatos, 1996; Bianco et al., 2005; Bruchez et al., 1998; Hamilton et al., 2009; Klaine et al., 
2008; Loiseau et al., 2006; Luque et al., 2007; Mauter and Elimelech, 2008; Murray et al., 1993; 
Nozik, 2002; Posani et al., 2006; Saleh et al., 2010; Wiesner et al., 2006). Moreover, nano-scale 
zero valent iron is used for degrading various contaminants such as polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbons (PAHs), chlorinated volatile organic carbons (VOC), and heavy metals (Wang et 
al., 2008b; Zhang et al., 1998).  
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The ultimate disposal of these ENPs is likely landfill sites. Predominantly, ENPs penetrate into 
the ecosystem from sewage sludge or landfill waste sites (Gottschalk et al., 2009; Petersen et al., 
2010). Modern design of landfill sites consists of geosynthetic liners and barriers; however their 
effectiveness to protect subsurface environments from ENPs has not been assessed. Therefore, it 
may create risks to soil organisms as well as human health (Petersen et al., 2008; Petersen et al., 
2009; Petersen et al., 2011a). Most countries and jurisdictions have landfill design regulations to 
provide an effective impermeable barrier between a landfill and soil/groundwater. Regulation 
232/98 in Ontario, Canada,  generally requires that a landfill cell should be underlain by a high 
density polyethylene (HDPE) membrane which is followed by a minimum 0.75 m thick clayey 
liner of hydraulic conductivity (K) ≤ 10-9 m/sec (O. Regulation, 232/98).  Beneath the clayey 
liner, a compacted clay layer (K ≤ 10-7 m/sec) 3 m thick is required for a single composite liner 
system. Regulations in European communities suggest a mineral layer with K ≤ 10-9 m/sec and 
thickness  ≥ 5 m and  ≥ 1 m for hazardous and non-hazardous waste landfill sites, respectively 
(Council Directive 1999/31/EC). In the United States, a composite liner (> 0.75 mm Flexible 
Membrane Liner (FML) and 60 cm of compacted clay layer (K ≤ 10-9 m/sec)) is required (EPA 
40 CER 258.40(b), 2000). Australia has different regulations for municipal solid waste (EPA 
95/85, 1996) and industrial waste landfill sites (EPA 98/36, 1998) which requires a 
geomembrane barrier, laid over a compacted clay (K < 10
-9 
m/sec) layer of minimum thickness 
of 90 cm. Similarly, design criteria in India requires at least 90 cm compacted clay (K < 10
-9
 
m/sec) or HDPE as liner (MSW, 2000). Japan requires 5 cm thick asphalt concrete and at least 
50 cm thick clay layer (K < 10
-9
 m/sec) under landfills (WMPC 137, 1970). South Africa 
regulations require a double composite liner system for all of their hazardous and less hazardous 
landfill sites (WMS, 1998).  
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To understand the interaction of ENPs with the environmental ecosystem, it is important to 
understand how these particles migrate into subsurface porous media. Some studies showed that 
these ENPs interact with macromolecules (e.g., natural organic matters, humic acids) which 
reduce deposition kinetics due to steric repulsion (e.g., Chen and Elimelech, 2008; Duncan et al., 
2007; Espinasse et al., 2007; Gao et al., 2009; Huang et al., 2004; Hyung et al., 2006; Islam et 
al., 2003; Marsh et al., 2007; Shen et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2008a; Xie et al., 2008). However, 
Brant et al. (2005) and Chen and Elimelech (2006) found that ENPs have tendency to form large 
aggregates and settle out of suspension. Previous studies have been conducted at the laboratory 
scale to assess the fate and retention of ENPs (e.g., Cheng et al., 2005; Jaisi and Elimelech, 2009; 
Jaisi et al., 2008; Lecoanet et al., 2004; Lecoanet and Wiesner, 2004; Li et al., 2008; Liu et al., 
2009; Mattison et al., 2011; Petersen et al., 2011a; Tian et al., 2010; Torkzaban et al., 2010). 
However, field scale experimental studies have not been thoroughly assessed. Limited numerical 
modeling studies have been done to predict ENP mobility in porous media (e.g., Bai and Li, 
2012; Cullen et al., 2010; Li et al., 2008). These studies looked at the mobility of ENPs in 
saturated porous media as a function of a range of conditions (i.e., column properties, ENPs 
properties, and porous medium characteristics). 
 
2.2 Structure and Properties of Carbon Nanoparticles and Quantum Dots 
Carbon nanoparticles (CNPs) and quantum dots (QDs) are used in commercial and industrial 
applications. Fullerenes (nC60) and carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are two forms of CNPs composed 
almost entirely of carbon atoms. Smalley discovered the buckminsterfullerene in 1985, which is 
a closed cage of 60 carbon atoms (i.e., C60) composed of hexagonal and pentagonal faces (Kroto 
et al., 1985; Thostenson et al., 2001). A few years later CNTs were discovered by Iijima (1991). 
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CNTs are long, slender forms of fullerenes where walls of the tubes are hexagonal carbon and 
often capped at each end (Jaisi et al., 2008; Thostenson et al., 2001). This new form of carbon 
can be further categorized into single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) and multi-walled 
carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) depending on the number of concentric layers of graphite sheets. 
Because of their unique structure, CNTs have exceptional material properties such as electrical 
and thermal conductivity, strength, and high surface-to-mass-ratios, which make these particles 
suitable for numerous potential applications (Jaisi et al., 2008; Petersen et al., 2008). Many 
experiments have shown that CNTs have extremely high elastic modulus (>1 TPa) and 10-100 
times higher strength than the strongest steel at a fraction of the weight (Thostenson et al., 2001). 
Another well-known ENP is QDs, which consist of a metalloid crystalline core (e.g., CdTe, 
CdSe) and often a protective shell (e.g., ZnS, CdS) with diameter in the range of 1-10 nm 
(Alivisatos, 1996; Dabbousi et al., 1997).  
 
2.3 Traditional Colloidal Filtration Theory 
The colloid filtration theory (CFT) was developed by Yao et al. (1971) to predict colloid 
mobility in porous media. CFT describes how suspended particles (e.g., colloids or 
nanoparticles) migrate through porous media, attach to a collector surface and be removed from 
suspension. As ENPs are within the colloid size range (1 nm to 10 µm (Russel et al., 1989)), 
CFT has been used to predict the mobility of ENPs in subsurface environments. CFT assumes an 
idealized single collector that is encircled by a spherical envelope of liquid. This idea came from 
Happel’s ‘sphere-in-cell porous medium model’ (Happel, 1958). In CFT, particles which 
approach the collector are removed as a two-step process- striking the collector and then sticking 
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to the collector, which can be described using two terms- single collector removal efficiency (η₀) 
and attachment efficiency factor (α) (Swift and Friedlander, 1964): 
                                                                                                                                                    [2-1] 
                                                                                                                                                    [2-2] 
Flow direction is assumed to be vertical and downward in this CFT model. Yao et al. (1971) first 
developed an equation for ηο based on the superposition of three retention mechanisms: 
interception, gravitational sedimentation, and Brownian diffusion. These mechanisms depend on 
collector diameter and space between collectors along streamlines. Interception arises when a 
particle flows along a streamline and comes into a contact with a collector surface. Larger 
particles settle down on collector surface because of its self-weight which is related to the 
gravitational force. Diffusion occurs due to the Brownian motion of particles (Yao et al., 1971). 
Diffusion is dominant for smaller particles (dp < 300 nm) (Long and Hilpert, 2009; Petosa et al., 
2010) while interception and sedimentation are important issues for larger particles. Figure 2.1 
illustrates the three removal mechanisms of CFT. η₀ can be expressed as the sum of these 
mechanisms:  
                                                                                                                                                             [2-3] 
where, ηI, ηG, and ηD are single collector efficiencies due to interception, gravity, and diffusion 
respectively.   
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Figure 2. 1: CFT transport mechanisms in water filtration (Yao et al., 1971) 
 
For spherical particles, these terms can be expressed as: 
 
                                                                                                                               (Yao, 1968) [2-4] 
                                                                                                                               (Yao, 1968) [2-5] 
                                                                                                                           (Levich, 1962) [2-6] 
where, dp is particle diameter, dc is collector diameter, ρp is particle density, ρ is fluid density, g 
is acceleration due to gravity, μ is fluid viscosity, υ is velocity, KB is the Boltzmann constant, and 
T is the absolute temperature. 
Rajagopalan and Tien (1976) also developed a ηo equation assuming the flow field around a 
collector is accurately represented by Happel’s ‘sphere-in-cell porous medium model’. This 
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study considered interception, sedimentation, and surface charges (i.e., London van der Waals 
force and drag force) and neglected Brownian motion to develop their η₀ equation. Tufenkji and 
Elimelech (2004a) developed an equation of ηo, considering all of the above mechanisms 
simultaneously. Nelson and Ginn (2011) further developed a new η₀ equation using nonlinear 
regression on numerical data generated by a larger number of Lagrangian simulations (Equations 
A-5 to A-13 in Appendix A). This equation is applicable to subsurface colloid and colloid 
facilitated transport, where low permeabilities and/or hydraulic gradients lead to low 
groundwater velocities (2x10
-3
 m/s to 1x10
-7 
m/s) and/or to ENPs fate and transport in porous 
medium. Liu et al. (2009) proposed an equation of ηo for cylindrical particles with larger aspect 
ratios (Equations A-2 to A-4 in Appendix A). 
Traditionally, attachment efficiency factor (α) is treated as an empirical constant which can be 
estimated from column experiments (Petosa et al., 2010; Yao et al., 1971): 

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where, Co and C are particle concentration at column inlet and outlet respectively, L is column 
length, and n is porosity. α is equal to the theoretical value (1.0) under favorable attachment 
conditions (i.e., in the absence of repulsive electrostatic double layer interactions). Under 
unfavorable deposition conditions (i.e., when energy barrier exists between suspended colloid 
and collector surface), α is less than 1.0 accounting for the reduced attachment of colloids on 
collector surfaces (Torkzaban et al., 2007). A colloid mass transfer term (ESW) between colloids 
in suspension and collector surfaces due to attachment is given as: 
                                                                                                                                                  [2-8] 
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where, θw is volumetric water content, ρb is soil bulk density, S is solid phase concentration of 
attached colloids, Ψ is site blocking term. Kdet and Katt are the first-order colloid detachment and 
attachment coefficients respectively. Katt can be written as (Logan et al., 1995; Yao et al., 1971): 
                                                                                                                                                  [2-9] 
where, n is porosity, dc is collector diameter, α is collision efficacy factor, ηo is single collector 
efficiency factor, v is pore velocity.   
Site blocking term (Ψ) is a dimensionless colloid attachment function which is a transient 
deposition rate related to collector surface coverage and is derived using a Langmuirian blocking 
function (Bradford et al., 2006; Johnson and Elimelech, 1995; Li et al., 2008): 
                                                                                                                                                 [2-10]                                        
where, Smax is the maximum solid phase concentration of particles. Initially, there are a large 
number of sites available for particle deposition. The number of sites reduces with time as 
colloid particles start deposition on collector surfaces. Once a colloid is deposited on a collector 
surface, another colloid cannot attach on that site which decreases the number of vacant sites for 
subsequent colloids (Johnson and Elimelech, 1995).  
 
2.4 CNPs Transport Modeling 
To predict the mobility of CNPs in the subsurface, colloid transport models have been developed 
and validated using results from laboratory experiments. Many one-dimensional (1D) numerical 
models have been used to predict colloid mobility in saturated porous media, but limited two-
dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) models have been developed due to difficulty of 
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model development and validation. Colloid transport is commonly simulated using equations 
based on the advection-dispersion equation of solute transport and including a CFT sink term: 
                                                                                                                                                  [2-11] 
                                                                                                                                                  [2-12] 
where, C is CNPs concentration, ρb is soil bulk density, S is quantity of attached CNPs to solid 
phase, D is the hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient, n is volumetric water content, t is time, Katt 
is attachment constant rate, and Ψ is a site blocking term. Li et al. (2008) has proposed a formula 
to calculate Smax for spherical nC60, which is expressed as: 
                                                                                                                                                 [2-13] 
where, ν is pore velocity, dc is mean diameter of sand packed in column, Dm is molecular 
diffusion coefficient, and dm is mean diameter of medium sand (usually 0.50 mm). Li et al. 
(2008) suggested that Smax is inversely related to pore velocity. This may be due to increased 
tangential velocities across the collector surface which creates a shadow zone at the down 
gradient of the collector (Johnson and Elimelech, 1995; Ko and Elimelech, 2000). Li et al. 
(2008) reported that this model showed good agreement with experimental results for nC60 in 
quartz sand. This study found that modification of CFT including site blocking term could 
capture the mobility and attachment behavior of nC60 under varying flow conditions in saturated 
porous media. 
Cullen et al. (2010) developed a 2D numerical model to predict the ultimate fate of nC60 and 
CNTs at field scale under a range of hydrologic and geological conditions. The domain size of 
this study was 7.925 m x 9.754 m in the horizontal and vertical directions. Traditional CFT with 
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a maximum retention term was used in this model in addition to aquifer statistics derived from a 
field site. This model has been validated with experimental data of Liu et al. (2009) and a finite 
difference compositional simulator (Sleep and Sykes, 1993). This study showed that CNP 
mobility in homogeneous porous media was higher than that of heterogeneous media. They also 
found that transport and retention of CNPs are influenced by dispersion, α, and Smax. Moreover, 
pore velocity and collector size have a greater influence on nC60, in comparison to MWCNTs due 
to differences in their size and shape. 
A recent study of Bai and Li (2012) modified a transport simulator Modular 3D Multispecies 
Transport Model (MT3DMS) (Zheng and Wang, 1999) to investigate the influence release 
scenario and hydrogeological conditions on the transport of nC60. This modified MT3DMS 
model was validated using HYDRUS-1D (Simunek et al., 2005). In this study, the first scenario, 
referred as ‘waste site scenario’, has a (1 m x 1 m) waste cell 2 m away from the right top corner 
of the upper region of the 8 m x 8 m domain. This domain has three geological layers, such as 
1.2 m top layer (fine sand), 2.8 m middle layer (coarse sand), and 4 m bottom layer (medium 
sand) with hydraulic conductivities of 1.08x10
-5
, 4.5x10
-4
, and 6.98x10
-5
 m/s respectively. In the 
waste site scenario, 10 mg/L of nC60 with α = 0.0001 was continuously released from the waste 
site for 5 years. The second scenario, the ‘injection scenario’, has a (1 m x 1 m) injection well in 
a 10 m x 10 m x 8 m domain in x, y, and z-directions, respectively.  The domain also has three 
geological layers, the same as the waste site scenario. The injection well was 3 m away from the 
west and north boundaries and pierced 4 m from the top boundary into the domain. Clean water 
was injected for 3 days into the injection well, and then 10 mg/L of nC60 was injected for the 
next 3 days at 60 mL/sec. The simulation results found that in the first scenario, 45% to 91% of 
released CNPs attached into the top layer due to the lower hydraulic conductivity. In the second 
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scenario, nC60 speedily spread into both the top and bottom layers. Following CNP injection, 
0.01 mg/L penetrated into the medium sand layer and spread 0.90 m upstream of the well. This 
study found that the mobility of nC60 is very sensitive to the release scenario, release 
concentration, dispersivity, ENPs size, and collision efficiency factor. 
 
2.5 Additional Removal Mechanisms  
In addition to the three attachment mechanisms described by Yao et al. (1971), two additional 
retention mechanisms are mechanical filtration and straining. Mechanical filtration occurs when 
colloid size is larger than collector size (Bradford et al., 2006; McDowell-Boyer et al., 1986). In 
this case, colloids and colloid aggregates are not transported through a porous media rather form 
a surface mat (cake) on the collector surface and clog all pores. The subsequent colloids 
accumulate on the cake and decrease permeability. Using this mechanical filtration method, 
colloids are removed from suspension during membrane filtration.  
Straining is the retention of colloids in the soil pore throats that are too small to allow particle 
passage (e.g., Bradford et al., 2004; Bradford et al., 2003; Bradford et al., 2006; Bradford et al., 
2007; Cushing and Lawler, 1998; McDowell-Boyer et al., 1986). In contrast to mechanical 
filtration, straining retains small amounts of colloids. Straining occurs in a tiny proportion of soil 
pores, while a larger portion of the pore network transmits colloids. Straining decreases 
permeability of the porous media to a lesser extent than mechanical filtration (Bradford et al., 
2006; Bradford et al., 2002). Previously, many studies have neglected straining as a colloid 
retention mechanism in saturated and unsaturated porous conditions (e.g., Bradford et al., 2006; 
Ginn et al., 2002; Harvey, 2002; Jin and Flury, 2002; Li et al., 2008; Schijven and Hassanizadeh, 
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2000; Tufenkji and Elimelech, 2005b; Tufenkji et al., 2003). Figure 2.2 shows the scheme of 
strained colloids retained in pores. 
 
Figure 2. 2: Illustration of strained colloids in the smallest regions of  the soil pore space 
formed adjacent to points of grain-grain contact (Bradford et al., 2006).  
In addition to the above mechanisms, some chemical factors, such as: surface charge variability 
of colloids (Bolster et al., 1999; Li et al., 2004), secondary energy minimum deposition (Tufenkji 
and Elimelech, 2005b), colloid detachment (Tufenkji et al., 2003); and some physical factors, 
such as: hydrodynamic drag (Li et al., 2005), inertia, and soil surface roughness (Redman et al., 
2001) may also influence colloid deposition on collector surface. 
 
2.6 Dual Deposition Mode Model 
The Dual Deposition Mode (DDM) model suggests that there are favorable and unfavorable 
deposition sites for colloids on collector surfaces. A fraction of particles deposits on collector 
surface at a ‘fast’ deposition rate while the remaining particles deposit at a ‘slow’ deposition rate. 
These fast and slow deposition rates can be described based on the variability in the colloidal 
interactions between particles and collectors. Because of the presence of the secondary energy 
minimum and metal oxide impurities on collector surfaces, a fraction of particles experiences 
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localized favorable or fast deposition. The remainder of particles face unfavorable or slow 
deposition due to the repulsive electrostatic double-layer interactions (Petosa et al., 2010; 
Tufenkji and Elimelech, 2004b; Tufenkji and Elimelech, 2005a; Tufenkji and Elimelech, 2005b). 
Both favorable and unfavorable deposition sites may occur simultaneously in porous media. 
Traditional CFT cannot describe the effect of repulsive electrostatic interactions, secondary 
energy minimum, and surface charge heterogeneity on the retention of colloids (Tufenkji and 
Elimelech, 2004b; Tufenkji and Elimelech, 2005a; Tufenkji and Elimelech, 2005b). But CFT 
with DDM can adequately capture deposition behavior of colloids, where a site blocking term is 
not active for slow deposition but required for fast deposition (Mattison et al., 2011; Tufenkji 
and Elimelech, 2004b; Tufenkji and Elimelech, 2005b). 
 
2.7 Previous ENP transport studies 
Many studies have investigated the mobility of ENPs in porous media (e.g., Brant et al., 2005; 
Chen et al., 2012; Cheng et al., 2005; Espinasse et al., 2007; Jaisi and Elimelech, 2009; Jaisi et 
al., 2008; Lecoanet et al., 2004; Lecoanet and Wiesner, 2004; Liu et al., 2009; Mattison et al., 
2011; Tian et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2008c; Wang et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2012). All these 
studies are mainly experimental with a range of effective collector size, column dimensions, 
ENP properties, porosity, and flow rate. Few studies have combined modeling with experimental 
data (e.g., Liu et al., 2009; Mattison et al., 2011; Tian et al., 2010). Lecoanet et al. (2004) and 
Lecoanet and Wiesner (2004) found that surfactant modified CNTs move more quickly than 
nC60. This is because of their lower affinity for porous media. Fullerenes deposit on the collector 
surface to a more significant extent due to hydrophobic interactions. Lecoanet et al. (2004) 
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suggested that fullerene aggregates have a lower mobility in homogenous aqueous systems, but 
mobility of ENPs is greater in groundwater aquifers due to fractures and heterogeneities. 
Lecoanet and Wiesner (2004) showed that affinity of fullerenes for porous media decreased at 
lower influent concentration. Tian et al. (2010) similarly showed that SWCNTs showed very 
little affinity for porous media. In contrast to the findings of Lecoanet et al. (2004), Lecoanet and 
Wiesner (2004) and Tian et al. (2010), Jaisi et al. (2008) found that SWCNTs have great affinity 
for porous media and reported two order magnitude less travel distance than Lecoanet and 
Wiesner (2004). This study suggested that SWCNTs deposition increased with increasing ionic 
strength as physicochemical filtration becomes a dominant mechanism at higher ionic strength. 
SWCNTs deposition was also pretty high at lower ionic strength in Jaisi et al. (2008) and Jaisi 
and Elimelech (2009) as straining played an important role. 
Jaisi et al. (2008) also suggested that straining played an important role at lower ionic strength 
when ratio of SWCNTs diameter to collector diameter was 0.0008, which was one order 
magnitude smaller than Bradford et al. (2007) found (dp/dc = 0.003). The proposed reasons 
behind the significant role of straining for SWCNTs were the larger aspect ratio, extreme 
variability in length, and highly bundled state (Jaisi and Elimelech, 2009; Jaisi et al., 2008). Jaisi 
et al. (2008) also reported that SWCNTs mobility increased in presence of humic acid. 
Electrostatic and steric repulsion arise on CNTs encapsulated in humic acids, decreasing particle 
deposition. Wang et al. (2008a) found that deposition of humic acid coated CNTs was similar to 
Jaisi et al. (2008) and reported the same order magnitude of travel distance.  Jaisi and Elimelech 
(2009) showed that SWCNTs deposition followed the first-order kinetics with respect to particle 
concentration at the initial stage of filtration when surface coverage was low, and the relationship 
between the logarithm of deposition rate coefficient and logarithm of approach velocity was 
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linear as Liu et al. (2009) found. Jaisi and Elimelech (2009) also found that breakthrough 
occurred earlier in SWCNTs than that of the tracer. This was due to size exclusion 
chromatography. This phenomenon means SWCNTs cannot pass through the smaller pores of 
soils. In contrast, the low molecular weight tracer can enter these small continuous soil pores, 
travelling longer pathways. The factors influencing the size exclusion effect of SWCNTs are 
irregular shape, large aspect ratio, and size distribution. However, Tian et al. (2010) found higher 
mobility of SWCNTs in saturated porous media. Tian et al. (2010) found no straining effect due 
to the very short SWCNTs used in their study which cannot be strained by soil pore throats.  
Mattison et al. (2011) investigated the effect of collector size on retention of acid functionalized 
MWCNTs through porous media. Experiments were conducted with four types of quartz sands 
(d50= 476, 175, 80, and 50 μm). The study results showed that the retardation of MWCNTs 
increased as collector size decreased. The maximum normalized concentration (C/C0) was about 
0.8 for the three larger collector sizes. For the smallest collector size, C/C0 gradually reached 
0.65 with the conservative tracer and then slowly reached to the peak point of 0.75. At low 
velocity (0.42 m/d), the maximum normalized concentrations for 476, 175, and 80 μm were 
equivalent to that at the high velocity (4.2 m/d). It has been reported that MWCNTs were mobile 
in the finest porous media (dc= 50 μm). This study also conducted few experiments at the low 
velocity to check the effects of nonphysiochemical removal mechanisms. It should be noted that 
straining was not an important removal mechanism in this study.  
Lecoanet and Wiesner (2004) found that SWCNTs breakthrough occurred sooner at low velocity 
(34.56 m/d) than high velocity (120.96 m/d) and achieved steady-state condition sooner than the 
conservative tracer similar to Jaisi and Elimelech (2009). In spite of different size and surface 
chemistry, nC60 produced similar type of breakthrough at the high flow rate in this study. The 
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maximum effluent concentrations for C60 cluster, fullerol, and SWCNTs were 55%, 99%, and 
90% respectively at both velocities. Cheng et al. (2005) conducted similar experiments as 
Lecoanet and Wiesner (2004) using natural soil (dm= 250 μm) instead of glass beads. Their 
findings indicated that nC60 was quite mobile at the higher velocity. Liu et al. (2009) investigated 
acid functionalized MWCNTs mobility through quartz sand and glass beads at four different 
pore velocities (i.e., 0.42, 4.2, 21, and 43 m/d) and found that MWCNTs were very mobile. This 
study also showed that MWCNTs produced similar type of breakthrough for the three higher 
pore velocities. Liu et al. (2009) experimental results showed that 30-35% injected mass was 
retained at low pore velocity. On the other hand, only 4-9% mass was retained at the higher three 
velocities. This study stated that because of the surface chemistry and roughness of quartz sand 
compared to glass beads, MWCNTs mobility was increased in glass beads. Moreover, the 
average collector size (dc = 476 μm) of the glass beads was larger which may also influenced the 
migration of MWCNTs into the columns in this study.  
Liu et al. (2009) and Mattison et al. (2011) found that a 1D simulator provided results that were 
in good agreement their experiments results. Smax values of Mattison et al. (2011) were the same 
as Li et al. (2008) and one order magnitude greater than that of Liu et al. (2009). It has been 
reported that attachment capacity of the collector surface for MWCNTs used in Liu et al. (2009) 
is less than that of MWCNTs used in Mattison et al. (2011). Mattison et al. (2011) found that the 
log of Smax values versus the specific surface area of collectors was a linear relationship. Some 
previous studies on colloids mobility suggested that Smax is influenced by electrostatic 
interactions between colloids and collector surfaces (Johnson and Elimelech, 1995) and 
hydrodynamic factors such as colloid size, collector size, collector geometry, and pore velocity 
(Ko, 2000; Ko and Elimelech, 2000). Liu et al. (2009) simulations results showed that Smax 
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values were an order magnitude smaller in glass beads than that of similar sized quartz sand due 
to angularity, and roughness of quartz sand which ultimately increases favourable locations for 
MWCNTs physical removal mechanisms. Li et al. (2008) reported that Smax is a stronger 
function of collector size than pore velocity. This study found that Smax decreases as average 
collector size increases at both high and low pore velocities. Smax values increased with 
decreasing collector sizes due to increased surface area of collector and corresponding deposition 
sites. Moreover, Smax decreases as velocity increases due to increased tangential velocities across 
collector surface, which creates a shadow zone to the down-gradient area of collector due to 
‘hydrodynamic scattering’ effect (i.e., combined effect of hydrodynamic interaction and 
electrostatic double layer repulsion) (Johnson and Elimelech, 1995; Ko and Elimelech, 2000).  
A limited number of studies investigated the fate of QDs in subsurface environments (e.g., 
Navarro et al., 2011; Quevedo and Tufenkji, 2009; Quevedo and Tufenkji, 2012; Torkzaban et 
al., 2010; Uyusur et al., 2010). Uyusur et al. (2010) found that the mobility of CdSe QDs was 
controlled by capillary forces under unsaturated conditions. It has been reported that CdSe QDs 
are likely mobile in dynamic and heterogeneous natural subsurface due to the reduction of 
capillary forces which lead to enhance QDs transport. This study investigated the effect of air-
liquid and solid-liquid interfaces and solution chemistry on the fate of CdSe Qds through sand-
packed column. Torkzaban et al. (2010) and Quevedo and Tufenkji (2012) also stated that QDs 
deposition was negligible. Torkzaban et al. (2010) found limited retention in ultrapure sand 
while deposition increases in presence of clay particles on the collector surface due to charge 
heterogeneities. The simulated results are in good agreement with the experimental data in this 
study. The obtained Smax values were in a range of 0.01 to 0.94 μg-CdTe/g-sand in this study 
which is in same magnitude as Liu et al. (2009) and an order magnitude smaller than that of  Li 
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et al. (2008) and Mattison et al. (2011). Quevedo and Tufenkji (2012) found that the retention of 
CdTe QDs and CdSe QDs was more in loamy sand compared to the retention of quartz sand. 
This is because of more uniform size distribution of quartz sand compared to loamy sand. It has 
been reported that α was approximately one order magnitude higher in loamy sand than that of 
quartz sand. Quevedo and Tufenkji (2012) stated that difference in binding affinities between 
soil grains and surface-modified QDs is an important parameter of QDs retention in porous 
media. Uyusur et al. (2010) and Torkzaban et al. (2010) stated that retention of QDs increases 
with increasing ionic strength as Jaisi et al. (2008) found in their SWCNTs study. Moreover, 
Uyusur et al. (2010), Torkzaban et al. (2010), and Quevedo and Tufenkji (2012)  found that 
deposition of QDs decreases in presences of surfactant which is similar to the findings of some 
CNTs studies (e.g., Jaisi et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2008a).  
 
2.8. Colloid Transport Modeling  
Some studies have developed models to predict colloids mobility at field scale. These 
simulations were validated by experimental data. Several 1D models have been developed to 
study the mobility of colloids (e.g., Bradford and Bettahar, 2006; Bradford et al., 2004; Bradford 
et al., 2003; Bradford et al., 2006; Close et al., 2006; Saiers et al., 1994; Schijven and 
Hassanizadeh, 2000; Schijven and Šimůnek, 2002; Torkzaban et al., 2008) while a limited 
number of multi-dimensional models have been developed to predict colloids transport at field 
scale (e.g., Bekhit and Hassan, 2005; Bhattacharjee et al., 2002; Loveland et al., 2003; Maxwell 
et al., 2007; Rehmann et al., 1999; Scheibe et al., 2007; Sun et al., 2001). These models were 
based on the modified CFT. 
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2.8.1 One-Dimensional Models 
Schijven and Hassanizadeh (2000) developed a model to investigate virus transport under 
saturated conditions considering inactivation and equilibrium and kinetic adsorption. The results 
found that virus inactivation was negligible and kinetic adsorption was limited. Equilibrium 
adsorption on virus mobility is usually described by retardation coefficient (R). This study found 
little retardation and hence suggested that retarded breakthrough by equilibrium absorption was 
believed to be of little significance. Schijven and Hassanizadeh (2000) further suggested that 
deposition of viruses at pH 7 and higher was less due to unfavorable attachment conditions. It 
has been reported that the presence of dissolved organic matter reduces virus attachment by 
disrupting hydrophobic binding sites for virus, while bonded organic matter increases attachment 
by providing hydrophobic binding sites. Schijven and Hassanizadeh (2000) and Schijven et al. 
(1999) stated that the viruses removal is mainly dominant by attachment rather than detachment 
and inactivation. Bradford et al. (2003) investigated colloids mobility considering straining, 
exclusion, attachment, and detachment. In this study, straining was described using an 
irreversible first-order depth-dependent term and colloids attachment and detachment were 
demonstrated using first-order rate expressions. The model results including both straining and 
attachment showed good agreement with the experimental data. Bradford et al. (2003) suggested 
that straining is a very important removal mechanism in colloids transport, and straining 
coefficients were increased with decreasing collector size as well as increasing colloid size.  
Bradford and Bettahar (2006) demonstrated a series of column experiments to observe the effect 
of initial concentration, colloid size, and collector size on colloids mobility. The findings showed 
that colloids retention increased near the column inlet and lower in the column effluent as 
collector size decreased and colloid size increased at a given input concentration. The time-
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dependent attachment model underestimated deposition of colloids at the column inlet and 
overestimated attached colloid concentration with increasing distance in this study. In contrast, 
the time-dependent straining model gave a logical explanation of effluent and spatial distribution 
data. Bradford and Bettahar (2006) found that simulations considering attachment, detachment, 
liberation, and straining provided better explanation of the observed results. Torkzaban et al. 
(2008) conducted a series of batch and column experiments with different ionic strengths and 
found that attachment of bacteria was highly dependent on ionic strength. It has been reported 
that retention of bacteria on sand surface was negligible at low ionic strength (50 mM). The 
simulation of this study suggested that solution chemistry and pore space geometry influence 
bacteria deposition in porous media. 
 
2.8.2 Two-Dimensional Models 
Sun et al. (2001) and Bhattacharjee et al. (2002) developed a 2D model to investigate the 
mobility of colloids through physically and geochemically heterogeneous porous media. As the 
model considered physically and geochemically heterogeneities in porous media, the results of 
these studies are more realistic. These models allowed spatial variability of hydraulic 
conductivity considering physical heterogeneity while positively charged metal coatings on 
collector surface was allowed by using geochemical heterogeneity. These studies found 
preferential viruses flow path incorporating these heterogeneity, which is not found in the 1D-
simulations studies. The results of Sun et al. (2001) showed that these heterogeneities can 
noticeably change the preferential flow of colloids. Bhattacharjee et al. (2002) concluded that 
simpler models that consider virus adsorption using retardation factors and neglecting kinetic 
attachment, cannot yield accurate assessment of virus mobility in subsurface environments. 
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Loveland et al. (2003) developed a 2D model incorporating geochemically heterogeneity and 
colloid deposition dynamics to investigate mobility of silica-coated zirconia colloids in a porous 
media containing sand coated to three different extents by ferric oxyhydroxides. This study 
concluded that this model can capture breakthrough and blocking effect observed in experiments, 
as well as can evaluate the favorable surface area fraction very well for the two layers with more 
than 1% ferric oxyhydroxide coating.  
Bekhit and Hassan (2005) also investigated the interactions of colloids, contaminants, and 
homogeneous porous media on contaminant transport by colloids. The results showed that 
colloids behave as a movement-retarding agents rather than movement-facilitating agents for 
contaminant movement in subsurface. Moreover, colloids can enhance effective retardation 
factor for the contaminant under certain combination of distribution coefficients and reaction 
rates. Another study Scheibe et al. (2007) developed 3D simulations to investigate the correlation 
between apparent rate coefficients of bacterial attachment and heterogeneity. This study 
suggested that hydraulic conductivity and attachment rate coefficients are inversely correlated. 
Scheibe et al. (2007) concluded that similar relationship could be expected in any physically 
heterogeneous granular medium.  
 
2.9 Summary 
This chapter summarized basic theories, mechanisms, and reviewed some previous studies 
related to ENPs mobility. An overview on the traditional CFT has been presented with some 
additional removal mechanisms in this chapter. Some modeling studies based on CFT to 
investigate colloids transport through subsurface has been also discussed. 
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In this study, a 2D model has been developed to focus on the mobility of ENPs beneath landfill.  
It has been clearly seen that several experimental studies have been conducted to understand the 
mobility of ENPs in porous media, but have not considered any real case scenario found in 
subsurface systems (i.e., higher pore velocity, homogeneous porous media, and short column 
length). Some 1D and few multi-dimensional studies have been found in literature but the 
domain size of these modeling studies was comparatively small and velocity is relatively higher 
compared to a realistic groundwater flow rate. Further work at field scale is necessary to predict 
mobility of ENPs accurately. Therefore, this study assesses the ultimate fate of four 
representative ENPs (i.e., MWCNTs, SWCNTs, nC60, and QDs) through subsurface at a field 
scale considering some realistic scenarios.  
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Chapter 3 
Engineered Nanoparticles Mobility beneath Landfills 
3.1 Introduction 
Engineered nanoparticles (ENPs) have generated significant public and scientific interest due to 
their unique properties. This has led to their application in a wide variety of industries (e.g., in 
composite materials, drug delivery). It is expected that $2.60-2.95 trillion in consumer products 
will incorporate nanomaterials by 2014 or 2015 (Hobson, 2009), increasing to $6 trillion by 2020 
(Roco et al., 2011). Carbon nanoparticles (CNPs) and quantum dots (QDs) are examples of novel 
ENPs that are widely used. Fullerene (nC60) and carbon nanotubes (CNTs), two forms of CNPs, 
are composed almost entirely of carbon atoms with CNTs having significant strength (Bianco et 
al., 2005; Hu et al., 2007) and conductivity (Loiseau et al., 2006; Mauter and Elimelech, 2008). 
They are used for applications in reinforced concrete, plastics, catalysts, aerospace, automotive 
industries, water purification systems, electronics components, and drug delivery 
(Balasubramanian and Burghard, 2005; Balasubramanian and Burghard, 2008; Klaine et al., 
2008). QDs, which consist of a metalloid crystalline core (e.g., CdTe, CdSe) and often a 
protective shell (e.g., ZnS, CdS) (Alivisatos, 1996; Dabbousi et al., 1997), have distinctive 
optical and electrical characteristics (Alivisatos, 1996; Bruchez et al., 1998; Murray et al., 1993). 
This has led to their use in the development of medical diagnostics, computing systems, light-
emitting diodes, solar cells, transistors, and lasers (Alivisatos, 1996; Nozik, 2002; Posani et al., 
2006). Although there is considerable commercial interest in ENPs, there is also concern related 
to human health and ecological consequences after ENP dispersal to the environment (Petersen 
et al., 2011b; Wiesner et al., 2006) as some ENPs can have detrimental environmental impacts 
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(e.g., Klaine et al., 2008; Petersen et al., 2011b). The toxicity of a variety of ENPs has been 
investigated in the literature (e.g., Aruoja et al., 2009; Bar-Ilan et al., 2009; Baun et al., 2008; 
Bystrzejewska-Piotrowska et al., 2009; Gorth et al., 2011; Hardman, 2006; Kang et al., 2007; 
Kawata et al., 2009; Klaine et al., 2008; Kondoh et al., 2002; Lam et al., 2004; Lyon et al., 2006; 
Navarro et al., 2008; Pulskamp et al., 2007; Stern and McNeil, 2008; Tong et al., 2007). For 
example, QDs have been reported to be acutely toxic in vertebrate (Kondoh et al., 2002) and 
damage liver and kidney tissues (Hardman, 2006). Other studies have investigated the toxicity of 
nC60 and CNTs. C60 is a closed cage of 60 carbon atoms and nC60 is an agglomeration of C60 
nanoparticles  (Kroto et al., 1985; Thostenson et al., 2001). nC60 has antibacterial properties 
(Lyon et al., 2006) and is responsible for causing chronic genotoxicity to human lymphocytes 
(Dhawan et al., 2006). CNTs are long and slender fullerenes with one or more concentric layers 
of graphite sheets (e.g., single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) and multi-walled carbon 
nanotubes (MWCNTs)) (Jaisi et al., 2008; Thostenson et al., 2001). CNTs have been reported to 
be the potential cause of serious health diseases (e.g., cancer, fibrosis, and pulmonary diseases) 
(Klaine et al., 2008; Lam et al., 2004; Petersen et al., 2011b; Pulskamp et al., 2007). Although a 
number of studies have reported ENP toxicity, there is no clear consensus on the scientific data 
needed to assess environmental risks of these ENPs (Smita et al., 2012). Part of the problem 
relates to an inadequate understanding of the fate of ENPs in subsurface environments.  
A number of studies have investigated the mobility of CNPs in porous media in controlled 
laboratory experiments (e.g., Brant et al., 2005; Cheng et al., 2005; Jaisi et al., 2008; Lecoanet et 
al., 2004; Lecoanet and Wiesner, 2004; Liu et al., 2009; Mattison et al., 2011; Tian et al., 2010; 
Zhang et al., 2012), whereas limited work has focused on QD mobility under representative 
subsurface aquifer conditions (e.g., Huber et al., 2012; Quevedo and Tufenkji, 2012; Torkzaban 
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et al., 2010). Reported ENP mobility in laboratory studies is often inconsistent. For example, it 
has been reported that SWCNTs were mobile and have very little affinity for porous media 
(Lecoanet et al., 2004; Lecoanet and Wiesner, 2004), whereas other studies (e.g., Jaisi and 
Elimelech, 2009; Jaisi et al., 2008) found that SWCNTs have a strong affinity for porous media. 
Other studies have found that acid-functionalized MWCNTs and nC60 are quite mobile in 
laboratory experiments (e.g., Espinasse et al., 2007; Lecoanet and Wiesner, 2004; Li et al., 2008; 
Liu et al., 2009; Mattison et al., 2011; O’Carroll et al., in press; Wang et al., 2008c) including 
columns packed with silt (d50=50 μm) (Mattison et al., 2011). A number of MWCNT, QD, and 
nC60 studies found that the solid surface has a finite retention capacity and once the retention 
sites are filled these ENPs would have enhanced mobility in these systems (e.g., Li et al., 2008; 
Liu et al., 2009; Mattison et al., 2011; Torkzaban et al., 2010). The limited number of QD 
transport experiment studies suggest that a range of QDs will be mobile under representative 
aquifer conditions (e.g., Quevedo and Tufenkji, 2012; Torkzaban et al., 2010; Uyusur et al., 
2010). Generally QD mobility decreases with increasing ionic strength, decreasing mean 
collector size, the presence of clay impurities on the collector surface. These experimental based 
studies suggest that ENPs are mobile in relatively short column experiments. However, ENPs 
mobility at field scale needs to be further investigated.  
Traditional colloid filtration theory (CFT) was developed by Yao et al., (1971) to predict particle 
mobility in porous media. CFT considers three particle removal mechanisms from the bulk 
aqueous flow: interception, gravitational sedimentation, and diffusion.  A number of studies have 
identified instances when CFT cannot predict breakthrough curve (BTC) asymmetry observed in 
experiments (e.g., Bradford et al., 2002; Lecoanet and Wiesner, 2004; Li et al., 2008; Wang et 
al., 2008c). It has been suggested that the discrepancy between observed data and CFT 
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predictions is due to a range of physical and chemical factors, including straining (Bradford et 
al., 2006; Bradford et al., 2002), drag force (Li et al., 2005), soil surface roughness (Redman et 
al., 2001), charge heterogeneity (Johnson and Elimelech, 1995), colloid detachment (Tufenkji et 
al., 2003), and surface charge variability of colloids (Li et al., 2004). A number of studies found 
that CFT modified to include a finite porous media particle retention capacity yields better 
agreement with experimental BTCs (e.g., Li et al., 2008; Torkzaban et al., 2010; Wang et al., 
2008c).   
Few studies have investigated the transport of ENPs at field scale (e.g., Bai and Li, 2012; Cullen 
et al., 2010). Cullen et al. (2010) developed a two-dimensional CFT based numerical model, with 
a domain size of 7.925 m x 9.754 m and hydraulic conductivities ranging between 1.15x10
-5
 and 
5.56x10
-4
 m/s, a medium sand (Bouwer, 1978), to explore ENP mobility. This study reported that 
CNPs can be mobile at field scale with mobility in homogeneous porous media higher than that 
of heterogeneous media. CNP transport and retention was a strong function of dispersion, 
collision efficiency factor (α), and maximum retention capacity (Smax). Bai and Li (2012) 
modeled the transport of nC60 following a release representative of a waste site scenario (domain 
size of 8 m x 8 m) and release representative of an injection scenario (domain size of 10 m x 10 
m x 8 m) in systems consisting of three geological layers. The hydraulic conductivities of these 
layers were 1.08x10
-5
, 4.5x10
-4
, and 7x10
-5
 m/s representative of fine, coarse, and medium sand 
layers, respectively. In both release scenarios nC60 was mobile, with transport extent a function 
of disposal scenario.  Similar to the study of Cullen et al. (2010) they also found that Smax is an 
important parameter governing ENP mobility. The size of the domains in both of these modeling 
studies is very small compared to many field sites of concern, including landfills. Also of note is 
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that modeling studies have not investigated ENP mobility in systems with porous media smaller 
than fine sand, as occurs in landfill systems.    
Landfills are a likely disposal site for ENPs at the end of their useful life, either encapsulated in a 
product (e.g., sunscreen or tennis racket), as discrete nanoparticles or in nanoparticle 
agglomerates. A number of studies (e.g., Elliott et al., 2001; Goldberg et al., 1995a; Goldberg et 
al., 1995b; Irvine and Burns, 2001; Johnson, 1995; Moore and Luoma, 1990; Vrijheid, 2000) 
have reported health effects associated with contaminant release from old landfill sites (e.g., birth 
defects, leukemia as well as brain, bladder, lung and hepatobiliary cancers). It should be noted 
that landfill design has improved significantly since the days of the old dumps that created the 
problems cited above; nonetheless landfills need to be designed and constructed according to 
strict guidelines to ensure that they do not become a threat to groundwater resources. Most 
countries and jurisdictions have landfill design regulations to provide an effective impermeable 
barrier between a landfill and soil/groundwater. In Ontario, Canada, Ontario regulation 232/98 
suggests that a landfill should be underlain by a high density polyethylene (HDPE) 
geomembrane, followed by a 0.75 m thick clayey liner ( hydraulic conductivity, K ≤ 10-9 m/s) 
and finally a 3 m attenuation layer (K ≤ 10-7 m/s) (O. Regulation, 232/98) . Regulations in 
European communities suggest that landfills be underlain by a mineral layer with K ≤ 10-9 m/s 
and thickness  ≥ 5 m and  ≥ 1 m for hazardous and non-hazardous waste landfill sites, 
respectively (Council Directive 1999/31/EC). A composite liner (>0.75 mm) Flexible Membrane 
Liner (i.e., geomembrane) and 0.6 m compacted clay layer (K ≤ 10-9 m/s)) is required in the U. S. 
A. (EPA 40 CER 258.40(b), 2000). No ENP studies have investigated the ability of landfill 
systems to contain ENPs within landfill site boundaries and protect against groundwater 
contamination for extended periods of time. 
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The objective of this study is to assess the mobility of selected ENPs (CNPs and QDs) beneath a 
hypothetical landfill using a two-dimensional finite element model. The transport of ENPs from 
a landfill site to critical receptors was predicted as a function of a range of representative 
conditions (e.g., porous media characteristics, landfill properties, ENP concentration, and ENP 
properties). A sensitivity analysis was performed to identify the influence of different model 
parameters on ENP mobility. 
 
3.2 Methods 
3.2.1 Numerical Model-Governing Equations  
A two-dimensional finite element model was developed to investigate the transport of ENPs and 
a conservative tracer at the field scale by solving the advection-dispersion equation that accounts 
for particle retention at the collector-water interface (e.g., Li et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2008c; 
Yao et al., 1971): 
                                                                                                                                                    [3-1] 
                                                                                                                                                    [3-2]  
where, C is concentration of ENPs, ρb is bulk density, n is porosity, S is the quantity of attached 
ENPs to the solid phase, t is time, ῡ is pore velocity, α1 is dispersivity, Dm is the molecular 
diffusion coefficient calculated from the Stoke-Einstein equation, and Ψ is a site blocking term, 
which is related to the maximum solid phase concentration, Smax (Johnson and Elimelech, 1995; 
Li et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2009):  
                                                                                                                                                    [3-3] 
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Katt is the attachment rate constant, which is defined as (e.g., Li et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2009; 
Tufenkji and Elimelech, 2004b; Tufenkji et al., 2003; Yoon et al., 2006):                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                                                    [3-4] 
where, dc is collector diameter, α is collision efficiency factor, and ηo is single collector removal 
efficiency. For cylindrical ENPs (e. g., CNTs), ηo was calculated using the relationship of Liu et 
al. (2009), while for spherical ENPs (e.g., nC60, QDs), ηo was calculated using the recently 
developed equations of Nelson and Ginn (2011) (Appendix A). It is noted that collector sizes 
(i.e., the attenuation layer in Cases 8 and 9) and fluid velocity (Appendix B) in selected 
simulations are smaller than the range used to develop the collector efficiency in Nelson and 
Ginn (2011). In addition QD particle density is larger than that used in the development of ηο.  
Table 3.1: Parameter Ranges Used in the Development of the Single Collector Removal 
Efficiency Equations of Nelson and Ginn (2011) 
 
Parameters Minimum value Maximum value 
Particles radius, ap 5 nm 5 μm 
Collector radius, ac 5 μm 0.6 mm 
Fluid approach velocity, U 1x10
-7
 m/s 2x10
-3
 m/s 
Particles density, ρp 1000 kg/m
3 
1800 kg/m
3 
Hamaker constant, Ĥ 3x10-21 J 4x10-20 J 
Porosity, n 0.26 0.48 
COMSOL Multiphysics version 3.5a (Burlington, MA, U. S. A.) was used to solve the system of 
differential equations. The model was validated through comparison to the experimental and 
simulation results of Mattison et al. (2011) (Appendix C). The model domain is 205 m x 15 m in 
the horizontal and vertical directions and was discretized using ‘Free Triangular’ and ‘Boundary 
Layer’ meshing techniques. The model domain was divided into 146012 Lagrangian triangular 
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elements while the attenuation layer has the number of elements of 81972. The number of 
degrees of freedom for this finite element model was 883233. The average area of each element 
in the attenuation layer and aquifer is approximately 0.009 and 0.036 m
2
 respectively. Two 
solvers were used to solve the system of equations: the stationary solver was used to solve head 
distribution equation, while the advection-dispersion equation was solved using the time 
dependent solver. The time-dependent solver used a relative tolerance (RT) of 1x10
-6
.  
 
3.2.2 ENPs Properties 
The properties of the selected ENPs are summarized in Table 3.2. In the base case, the initial 
ENP concentration (Co) was 10 mg/L, representative of a worst case scenario of ENP 
concentration in a landfill (e.g., Mueller and Nowack, 2008).  
Table 3.2: Physical Properties of the Selected ENPs 
 
ENP Type  Particles diameter,  
dp (nm) 
Particles length,  
lp (μm) 
Particles density,  
ρp (g/cm
3
) 
Hamaker constant,  
Ĥ (J) 
MWCNTs 45 
a 
5 
a 
2.60 
a
  
SWCNTs 1.22 
b 
0.40 
b 
2.24 
c
  
nC60 100 
d, e
  1.41 
e
 4.71x10
-21 d, f
 
QDs 8 
g 
 5.85 
g
 4.04x10
-21 h 
a
  (Liu et al., 2009) 
b  
(Jaisi and Elimelech, 2009)
 
c  
(Parra-Vasquez et al., 2007) 
d  
(Li et al., 2008) 
e  
(Cheng et al., 2005) 
f  
(Brant et al., 2005) 
g  
(Torkzaban et al., 2010)
 
h  
(Torkzaban et al., 2012) 
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The maximum solid phase concentration (Smax), for both MWCNTs and SWCNTs were 
calculated using the Smax vs. specific surface area relationship of Mattison et al. (2011). Smax for 
the spherical ENPs (i.e., nC60 and QDs) was calculated using the relationship of Li et al. (2008). 
Mattison et al. (2011) developed their relationships by fitting Smax for experiments conducted at 
two pore velocities (4.86x10
-6 
and 4.86x10
-5
 m/s) and grain size ranging from 50 to 476 μm. In 
this study as grain sizes for select simulations are smaller than the grain sizes used in Mattison et 
al. (2011) Smax was estimated through extrapolation of their relationship. Similarly given that Li 
et al. (2008) conducted experiments with a minimum grain size of 125 μm and a minimum 
velocity of 1 m/d (1.16x10
-5 
m/s) for nC60, Smax was estimated by extrapolation for the spherical 
ENPs. Torkzaban et al. (2010) fitted Smax values ranging from 0.01 to 0.94 μg/g to QD column 
experiments that used Accusand with a collector size of 270 µm and ionic strength ranging from 
1 to 100 mM.  The relationship of Li et al. (2008), used here for QDs, yields a value of 3 µg/g for 
this experimental condition. Note that their relationship does not include ionic strength but was 
calibrated to experiments with an ionic strength of 3.1 mM.  In another experiment,  with a grain 
size of 135 µm and ionic strength of 50 mM, Torkzaban et al. (2010) fitted Smax=1.69 µg/g. The 
relationship of Li et al. (2008) yields a value of 9 μg/g for this experimental condition.  This 
analysis suggests that Li et al. (2008) relationship yields Smax values on the same order of 
magnitude but values differ. In some cases as mean grain size became very small Smax, 
determined from these relationships via extrapolation, was unrealistically large. In these cases 
two approaches were adopted to avoid unrealistically large Smax values. The first was to use the 
maximum Smax value found experimentally (i.e., 13.72 μg/g for CNTs and 13.99 μg/g for 
spherical ENPs). The second approach assumed a maximum surface coverage of collectors by 
ENPs of 1%. The 1% threshold was selected by comparing Smax determined in the studies of Li 
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et al. (2008) and Mattison et al. (2011) to the maximum possible solid associated ENPs based on 
surface area considerations (i.e., the amount of collector surface area that could possibly be 
covered by ENPs assuming monolayer coverage). In the case of CNTs, surface area was 
calculated using the length and diameter.  
 
3.2.3 Landfill System Properties 
The landfill cell examined was assumed to be 80 m long and was located 25 m away from the 
top left boundary of the domain. A 100 m buffer was assumed downstream of the landfill (Figure 
3.1). As discussed in the introduction, landfill sites are typically designed with layered barriers 
underlying an actual landfill. In modern landfills, these barriers typically consist of a 
geomembrane, followed by a compacted clayey layer (or geosynthetic clay liner) and finally an 
attenuation layer (e. g., Ontario Regulation 232/98 (O. Regulation, 232/98)). It was assumed that 
neither the geomembrane nor the clayey layer existed, or if they existed they were compromised 
and no longer served as effective barriers. This is a very conservative approach to explore the 
conditions under which ENPs may be mobile in landfill systems or jurisdictions with limited 
environmental regulations. In the vertical direction of the model a 3.75 m thick attenuation layer 
was underlain by an 11.25 m aquifer layer. It was assumed that these two layers were fully 
saturated and the water table outside the landfill domain was at the top of the attenuation layer. 
The hydraulic gradient and porosity of the model domain were assumed to be 0.005 (e.g., 
Bhattacharjee et al., 2002) and 0.36 respectively. The collision efficiency factor (α) was assumed 
to be 0.02 for the aquifer (Bai and Li, 2012; Cullen et al., 2010) and 0.002 for the attenuation 
layer. No CNTs, nC60, and QD study has reported α for small grain sizes (d50 ≤ 50 μm). The 
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longitudinal dispersivity (αL) of the attenuation layer was assumed to be 0.2 m whereas αL of the 
aquifer was assumed to be 0.6 m (Freyberg, 1986; Gelhar et al., 1992). The ratio of longitudinal 
and transverse dispersivity (αL/αT) was 10 for both layers (e.g., Bhattacharjee et al., 2002; Sun et 
al., 2001). Results of the conservative tracer and ENP concentration are reported for two 
observation points. Observation point 1 (OP1) is located at 65 m away from the left boundary (1) 
and 3.75 m below the landfill base while observation point 2 (OP2) is located at right boundary 
(5) and 3.75 m below the top boundary. 
 
Figure 3.1: Representative model domain showing the location of landfill and Observation 
Points (OP1 and OP2). The location of differing boundary conditions is also indicated. 
For the steady-state condition, Type I (Dirichlet) constant head boundaries were assigned to the 
left (1) and right (5) boundaries (Figure 3.1). A constant head was also assigned at the 
landfill/attenuation layer boundary (3) to simulate a fixed leachate head in the landfill. For the 
time-dependent equation, a Type II (Neumann) advective flow boundary was assigned at the left 
(1) and right (5) boundaries: 
                                                                                                                                                    [3-5] 
where, n

 is the normal vector to the boundary, n is porosity, α1 is dispersivity,     is pore 
velocity, and C is concentration of aqueous phase. A Type I (Dirichlet) constant concentration 
  01  Cnn 

v
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boundary was assigned at the landfill/attenuation layer boundary (3) as ENPs enter into the 
domain from the landfill. For the steady-state and time-dependent solvers, Type II (Neumann) no 
flow boundaries were assigned to the top left (2), top right (4) and bottom (6) boundaries. For all 
cases, ENPs enter from the landfill along the landfill/attenuation layer boundary (3) into the 
domain and hydraulic head (H) of the left boundary (1) is higher (15 m from the datum) than the 
right boundary (5) (13.975 m from the datum) to maintain a hydraulic gradient of 0.5%. Head 
inside the landfill ranges from 15.3 m in Cases 1 to 7 (these correspond to a typical design 
leachate head of 0.3 m on the base of the landfill), 18 m in Case 8 to 21 m in Cases 9 and 10 (the 
latter three cases correspond to an assumed failure of the leachate collection system and control 
of leachate head to 3 m and 6 m above the base by use of pumping wells in the waste (Rowe and 
Nadarajah, 1996) . Head contours, velocity contour, and a table of average flux from the landfill 
into the attenuation layer and horizontal Darcy flow into the aquifer of all cases are given in 
Appendix D. 
 
3.3 Results and Discussion 
The fate of representative ENPs migrating from a landfill cell where the engineered liner is either 
not present or is assumed to have failed was examined to assess their mobility for a range of 
conditions. This is an unlikely scenario in jurisdictions with stringent landfill design guidelines 
and appropriate construction QA/QC procedures, but is possible if these guidelines are not 
followed, or if the landfill is allowed to generate high temperatures that will damage the liner 
system (Rowe, 2012a; Rowe, 2012b), or in jurisdictions with inadequate environmental 
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protection regulations. A summary of the scenarios assessed in these simulations is presented in 
Tables 3.3 and 3.4. 
 
3.3.1 Impact of Porous Media Properties beneath Landfill 
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Table 3.3: Input Model Parameters of Selected ENPs Simulations 
 
Case ENP Type Hydraulic 
head inside 
landfill,  
HL (m) 
Attenuation Layer Underlying Aquifer 
Hydraulic 
conductivity, 
K (m/s) 
Collector 
diameter, 
dc (μm) 
Maximum 
solid phase 
concentration, 
Smax (μg/g) 
Hydraulic 
conductivity, 
K (m/s) 
Collector 
diameter, 
dc (μm) 
Maximum 
solid phase 
concentration,  
Smax (μg/g) 
1A 
(a) MWCNTs 
0.3 1x10
-6
 50 
13.60 
[1]
 
1x10
-2
 2000 
1.04 
[2]
 
(b) SWCNTs  0.97 
[2]
 0.024 
[2]
 
(c) nC60 42.60 
[4] 
0.046 
[3] 
(d) QDs 14.10 
[4] 
0.126 
[3] 
2A 
(a) MWCNTs 
0.3 1x10
-6
 50 
13.60 
[1]
 
1x10
-3
 1000 
2.08 
[2]
 
(b) SWCNTs  0.97 
[2]
 0.049 
[2]
 
(c) nC60 42.60 
[4] 
0.356 
[3] 
(d) QDs 14.10 
[4] 
0.71 
[4] 
3A 
(a) MWCNTs 
0.3 1x10
-6
 50 
13.60 
[1]
 
1x10
-4
 500 
3.64 
[2]
 
(b) SWCNTs  0.97 
[2]
  0.097 
[2]
 
(c) nC60 42.60 
[4] 
 3.14 
[3] 
(d) QDs 14.10 
[4] 
1.41 
[4] 
4 
(a) MWCNTs 
0.3 1x10
-6
 50 
No blocking 
term 
1x10
-5
 100 
No blocking 
term 
(b) SWCNTs 
(c) nC60 
(d) QDs 
5A 
(a) MWCNTs 
0.3 1x10
-6
 50 
13.60 
[1]
 
1x10
-5
 100 
6.53 
[1]
 
(b) SWCNTs  0.97 
[2]
  0.49 
[2]
 
(c) nC60 42.60 
[4] 
21.30 
[4] 
(d) QDs 14.10 
[4] 
7.06 
[4] 
6A 
(a) MWCNTs 
0.3 1x10
-7
 5 
416 
[2]
 
1x10
-5
 100 
 6.53 
[1]
 
(b) SWCNTs  9.72 
[2]
 0.49 
[2]
 
(c) nC60 426 
[4] 
21.30 
[4] 
(d) QDs 141 
[4] 
7.06 
[4] 
7A 
(a) MWCNTs 
0.3 1x10
-7
 5 
 416 
[2]
 
1x10
-4
 500 
3.64 
[2]
 
(b) SWCNTs 9.72 
[2]
 0.097 
[2]
 
(c) nC60 426 
[4] 
3.14 
[3] 
(d) QDs 141 
[4] 
1.41 
[4] 
8A 
(a) MWCNTs 
3 1x10
-8
 2 
1040 
[2]
 
1x10
-6
 50 
 13.60 
[1]
 
(b) SWCNTs 24.30 
[2]
 0.97 
[2]
 
(c) nC60 1060 
[4] 
42.60 
[4] 
(d) QDs 353 
[4] 
14.10 
[4] 
9A 
(a) MWCNTs 
6 1x10
-8
   2 
1040 
[2]
 
1x10
-6
 50 
 13.60 
[1]
 
(b) SWCNTs 24.30 
[2]
  0.97 
[2]
 
(c) nC60 1060 
[4] 
42.60 
[4] 
(d) QDs 353 
[4] 
14.10 
[4] 
10A (a) MWCNTs  
6 
 
1x10
-7
 
 
5 
416 
[2]
  
1x10
-4
 
 
500 
3.64 
[2]
 
(b) SWCNTs 9.72 
[2]
 0.097 
[2]
 
(c) nC60 426 
[4] 
3.14 
[3]
 
(d) QDs 141 
[4] 
1.41 
[4]
 
[1]
 Mattison et al., (2011) relationship  
[2]
 1% of surface coverage (Equation A-14)  
[3]
 Li et al., (2008) relationship 
[4]
 1% of surface coverage (Equation A-15) 
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Simulation Results with Smax Calculated Based on a Maximum Surface Coverage of Collectors 
by ENPs of 1% 
In Case 1A, the attenuation layer was assumed to be a silt (hydraulic conductivity (K) of 10
-6
 m/s 
with a corresponding grain size (dc) of 50 μm (Bedient et al., 1994; Brassington, 1998; Nielsen, 
1991)) and the aquifer a coarse sand (K= 10
-2
 m/s and dc= 2000 μm (Bouwer, 1978; Brassington, 
1998)). For this base case, a conservative tracer rapidly achieved a normalized concentration 
(i.e., concentration/initial concentration in landfill) of 0.085 at OP1, the horizontal midpoint of 
the landfill at the attenuation layer/aquifer interface (i.e., 3.75 m below from the landfill base) 
(Figure E.1 in Appendix E) and 0.054 at OP2, at the right boundary of the domain (3.75 m below 
the landfill base) (Figure 3.2). Concentrations at OP2 are less than OP1 due to dilution by the 
ENP free aquifer water.  The variation in normalized concentration with time is (Fig. 3.2) for a 
tracer and four different ENPs are now discussed. In Case 1A, both MWCNTs and SWCNTs 
achieved the same maximum normalized concentration (C/C0) as the conservative tracer at OP1 
and OP2; however, the time at which MWCNTs and SWCNTs achieve the maximum normalized 
concentration differs from that of the conservative tracer (e.g., 0.43 years for the conservative 
tracer in comparison to 3.5 years for MWCNTs and 0.6 years for SWCNTs). The lag in 
appearance of MWCNTs and SWCNTs is due to the time it takes for ENPs to fill up retention 
sites in both the attenuation layer and aquifer. Once these retention sites are completely filled 
ENPs will not be retained by the porous media. As shown in Figure E.2 in Appendix E, at 100 
years retention sites of the attenuation layer are completely filled for MWCNTs and SWCNTs. 
For this case the limit of 1% surface coverage of the CNTs for the aquifer collectors is used as 
the relationship of Mattison et al. (2011) would yield Smax values that are unrealistically large 
(i.e.,  for the attenuation layer in Cases 6 to 9 for MWCNTs and SWCNTs). Smax for SWCNTs is 
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smaller than MWCNTs as SWCNTs have a larger projected surface area per unit mass in 
comparison to MWCNTs. Because of this, SWCNTs fill available retention sites quickly and 
reach the maximum normalized concentration earlier when compared to MWCNTs. The 
breakthrough of fullerenes and QDs was also later than the conservative tracer at OP1 and OP2. 
At OP2, nC60, and QDs reach the maximum normalized concentration at 7.5 and 2.7 years, 
respectively. In these simulations, the ENPs breakthrough relatively fast due to the relatively 
high hydraulic conductivity of the attenuation layer and the absence of a geomembrane and 
clayey liner. 
Cases 1A, 2A, 3A, and 5A the sensitivity of ENP transport to the hydraulic conductivity of the 
aquifer are assessed. Case 1A has coarse sand aquifer (K= 10
-2
 m/s and dc= 2000 μm) as 
discussed above. In Case 2A, the aquifer is comprised of a medium sand (K= 10
-3
 m/s and dc= 
1000 μm (Bedient et al., 1994; Bouwer, 1978)), in Case 3A, a fine sand (K= 10-4 m/s and dc= 
500 μm (Bouwer, 1978; Brassington, 1998)) and in Case 5A, a very fine sand (K=10-5 m/s and 
dc=100 μm (Bouwer, 1978; Nielsen, 1991)). ENP maximum normalized concentrations in Case 
2A are 0.623 and 0.437 at OP1 and OP2, respectively, equivalent to that of the conservative 
tracer. As discussed above concentrations equivalent to that of the conservative tracer are 
achieved when all retention sites are filled. The conservative tracer achieved steady state 
concentrations at 0.9 years while MWCNTs, SWCNTs, nC60, and QDs take 4.5, 1.5, 11, and 4 
years respectively (Figure E.5 in Appendix E). The maximum normalized concentration is 
smaller in Case 1A (0.085 at OP1 and 0.054 at OP2) when compared to Case 2A (0.623 at OP1 
and 0.437 at OP2) because the aquifer flow rate is greater in Case 1A, yielding a greater degree 
of dilution. In Case 3A, the maximum normalized concentrations of the conservative tracer are 1 
and 0.99 at OP1 and OP2 at 100 years respectively due to the low aquifer velocity and associated 
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reduced dilution compared to Cases 1A and 2A. MWCNTs, SWCNTs, nC60, and QDs achieve 
steady state concentrations at OP2 at 15.5, 13.5, 37.5, and 15.5 years, respectively (Figure E.9 in 
Appendix E). The conservative tracer achieves a normalized concentration of 1.0 at OP1 within 
100 years in Case 5A. BTCs of ENPs in Case 5A appear noticeably later compared to the 
conservative tracer in this case at OP1 (e.g., conservative tracer achieve maximum normalized 
concentration at 6.5 years in comparison to 27.5, 7.5, 76, and 28.5 years for MWCNTs, 
SWCNTs, nC60, and QDs respectively), but achieve the same maximum normalized 
concentration as the conservative tracer (Figure E.13 in Appendix E).  At OP2, CNTs and QDs 
appear but do not achieve steady state at 100 years due to the large Smax and low aquifer velocity 
(Figure 3.3). But CNTs and QDs reach steady state condition and achieve the same maximum 
normalized concentration as the conservative tracer at OP2 if the simulations are conducted for 
an extended time period (i.e., 500 years) in this case (Figure E.14 in Appendix E). Moreover, no 
nC60 reach OP2 within 100 years due to larger Smax values in both attenuation layer and aquifer 
compared to other ENPs. 
The impact of Smax on calculated ENP transport was assessed in Cases 4 and 5A.  In these cases, 
the hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer was assumed to be 10
-5
 m/s with a corresponding grain 
size (dc) of 100 μm (Bouwer, 1978; Nielsen, 1991). Case 4 assumes no site blocking (i.e., Smax = 
∞), whereas Smax of the attenuation layer and aquifer in Case 5A is estimated using the same 
approach as Cases 1A to 3A. None of the ENPs reach OP1 or OP2 in Case 4 as there is no site 
blocking term and an infinite collector retention capacity for ENPs (Figure E.12 in Appendix E).  
In contrast, ENPs reach OP1 and OP2 in Case 5A, similar to the other cases with a finite Smax 
term. Cullen et al. (2010) observed that the maximum normalized concentration was smaller in 
simulations without a site blocking term in comparison to simulations with a site blocking term, 
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as observed in this study. Cullen et al. (2010) found that the simulations without and with 
blocking term initially (i.e., first 10 days) have similar normalized effluent concentrations at the 
monitoring wells. After this initial period the blocking term starts to influence CNP mobility 
mechanisms as the available attachment capacity of the collector surface is approached. Hence, 
CNP breakthroughs in simulations without and with a blocking term start to diverge. In this 
study, Cases 4 and 5A also exhibit similar behavior. No ENPs reach OP1 for approximately the 
first 19.5, 5, 55, and 20 years for MWCNTs, SWCNTs, nC60, and QDs respectively in Cases 4 
and 5A. After this time (i.e., 19.5, 5, 55, and 20 years for MWCNTs, SWCNTs, nC60, and QDs 
respectively), the site blocking function starts to influence ENP attachment in Case 5A, and at 
this point normalized concentrations of ENP of Case 5A at OP1 start to diverge (Figures E.12 
and E.13 in Appendix E). 
 
Figure 3.1: MWCNT, SWCNT, nC60, and QD breakthrough curves at OP2 for Case 1A. 
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Figure 3.2: MWCNT, SWCNT, nC60 and QD breakthrough curves at OP2 for Case 5A. 
For Cases 6A and 7A, the hydraulic conductivity of the attenuation layer was 10
-7
 m/s, consistent 
with the minimum required by Ontario Regulation 232/98 (O. Regulation, 232/98). Stipulation of 
an attenuation layer of this type is common in many jurisdictions (e.g., Council Directive 
1999/31/EC; WMS, 1998). These attenuation layer properties are representative of a silt with a 
mean grain size of 5 μm (Bedient et al., 1994; Bouwer, 1978; Brassington, 1998; Nielsen, 1991). 
For Cases 8A and 9A, the hydraulic conductivity in the attenuation layer is assumed to be 10
-8
 
m/s, representative of a clay soil with a mean grain size of 2 μm (Bedient et al., 1994; Murthy, 
2003; Nielsen, 1991). No ENPs reached the observation points (i.e. OP1 and OP2) within 100 
years, even though there is a higher leachate head inside the landfill in these case (Figure E.19 to 
E.20 in Appendix E). Given the relatively small mean grain size, the estimated Smax is quite large, 
yielding a large number of available retention sites for ENP retention. This shows that Smax plays 
a vital role in ENP mobility when collector size is small (i.e., in the range of silt to clay) and 
highlights the need for further experimental work to quantify Smax for fine grained porous media. 
For Case 10A, the hydraulic conductivity of the attenuation layer was 10
-7
 m/s equivalent to that 
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recommended in Ontario Regulation 232/98 (O. Regulation, 232/98), and the aquifer consists of 
a fine sand with K=10
-4
 m/s. In addition, it is assumed in this case that the leachate collector 
system fails and the leachate head inside the landfill is controlled to 6 m above the base of the 
landfill. This is achieved using pumping wells in the landfill waste. The maximum normalized 
concentrations of conservative tracer are 1 and 0.99 at OP1 and OP2, respectively, in Case 10A. 
All ENPs reach both observation points in this case. MWCNTs and SWCNTs achieve a 
maximum normalized concentration within 6.5 and 4.8 years respectively at OP2 (Figure E.22 in 
Appendix E). This is due to the higher leachate inward velocity from the landfill into the 
attenuation layer. As the leachate head inside the landfill is higher, larger mass of CNTs enter 
into the porous media and fill up the available retention sites quickly and subsequently reach to 
the observation points within a very short time. Both nC60 and QDs appear but cannot achieve 
steady state condition within 100 years at OP2. However, these ENPs achieve a steady state 
concentration within 500 years (Figure E.23 in Appendix E). 
The use of traditional CFT, as has been adopted in this study, must be consistent with the 
assumptions used in the development of CFT (Rajagopalan and Tien, 1976). Nelson and Ginn 
(2001) suggest that based on the sphere-flat plate assumption, surface interaction forces (e.g., 
London van der Waals attraction force and drag correction factor) are considered valid if the 
collector size is at least two orders magnitude larger than the colloid particle size. This collector 
to colloid size requirement was first discussed in Tien (1989). In this present study, the size 
difference requirement is met with the exception of Cases 8A and 9A for MWCNTs (dc/dp= 
44.44) and Cases 6A to 9A for nC60 (dc/dp= 50 to 20). 
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Table 3.4: Input Model Parameters of Selected ENPs Simulations with Smax limited to the 
largest reported Smax of the literature 
 
Case ENP Type Hydraulic 
head inside 
landfill,  
HL (m) 
Attenuation Layer Underlying Aquifer 
Hydraulic 
conductivity, 
K (m/s) 
Collector 
diameter, 
dc (μm) 
Maximum 
solid phase 
concentration, 
Smax (μg/g) 
 
Hydraulic 
conductivity, 
K (m/s) 
Collector 
diameter, 
dc (μm) 
Maximum 
solid phase 
concentration,  
Smax (μg/g) 
1B 
(a) MWCNTs 
0.3 1x10
-6
 50 
13.60 
[1] 
1x10
-2
 2000 
1.82 
[1] 
(b) SWCNTs 
(c) nC60 13.99 
[4] 0.0463 
[3] 
(d) QDs 0.126 
[3] 
5B 
(a) MWCNTs 
0.3 1x10
-6
 50 
13.60 
[1]
 
1x10
-5
 100 
6.53 
[1] 
(b) SWCNTs 
(c) nC60 13.99 
[4]
 13.99 
[4] 
(d) QDs 
6B 
(a) MWCNTs 
0.3 1x10
-7
 5 
13.72 
[2] 
1x10
-5
 100 
6.53 
[1] 
(b) SWCNTs 
(c) nC60 13.99 
[4]
 13.99 
[4]
 
(d) QDs 
7B 
(a) MWCNTs 
0.3 1x10
-7
 5 
13.72 
[2] 
1x10
-4
 500 
3.64 
[1]
 
(b) SWCNTs 
(c) nC60 13.99 
[4]
 
3.14 
[3] 
(d) QDs 8.50 
[3] 
8B 
(a) MWCNTs 
3 1x10
-8
 2 
13.72 
[2]
 
1x10
-6
 50 
13.60 
[1]
 
(b) SWCNTs 
(c) nC60 13.99 
[4]
 13.99 
[4]
 
(d) QDs 
9B 
(a) MWCNTs 
6 1x10
-8
 2 
13.72 
[2]
 
1x10
-6
 50 
13.60 
[1]
 
(b) SWCNTs 
(c) nC60 13.99 
[4]
 13.99 
[4]
 
(d) QDs 
10B (a) MWCNTs 6 1x10
-7
 5 
13.72 
[2] 1x10
-4
 500 
3.64 
[1]
 
(b) SWCNTs 
(c) nC60 13.99 
[4]
 
3.14 
[3] 
(d) QDs 8.50 
[3] 
[1]
 Mattison et al., (2011) relationship  
[2]
 Reported maximum Smax of Mattison et al., (2011) 
[3]
 Li et al., (2008) relationship 
[4]
 Reported maximum Smax of Li et al., (2008)
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Simulation Results with Smax at Reported Highest Smax of Literature 
In the previous section Smax was allowed to increase to a maximum surface coverage of 
collectors by ENPs of 1%, however in some cases this resulted in Smax larger than has been 
reported in experimental studies, particularly for the finer porous media. In this section the 
magnitude of Smax is limited to the maximum values reported in the literature (13.72 μg/g for 
CNTs and 13.99 μg/g for spherical ENPs) (Table 3.4). 
MWCNTs, SWCNTs, nC60, and QDs achieve the same maximum normalized concentration 
(C/C0) as the conservative tracer at OP1 and OP2 in Case 1B; however the time at which ENPs 
achieve the maximum normalized concentration differs from that of the conservative tracer (i.e., 
the conservative tracer achieves the maximum normalized concentration at 0.43 years while 
MWCNTs, SWCNTs, nC60, and QDs take 4.5, 3.8, 2.7, and 2.5 years, respectively, at OP2). The 
time lag for achieving the steady state concentration of MWCNTs and SWCNTs is 1 and 3.2 
years more for Case 1B respectively than Case 1A.  For Case 1B, Smax of the aquifer for 
MWCNTs and Smax of both the attenuation layer and aquifer for SWCNTs are larger than in Case 
1A. Hence it takes more time to fill up the retention sites, and reach steady state in Case 1B. Due 
to the smaller Smax value in the attenuation layer for nC60 and QDs in Case 1B, nC60 and QDs 
achieve steady state condition 4.8 and 0.2 years earlier in Case 1B than in Case 1A.  
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Figure 3.3: MWCNT, SWCNT, nC60 and QD breakthrough curves at OP2 for Case 1B. 
Similar to Case 5A (Figure 3.3), in Case 5B (Figure 3.5), MWCNT and SWCNTs breakthrough 
at OP2 but do not achieve steady state within 100 years. However, no QDs reach OP2 in Case 5B 
due to the large Smax of the aquifer. nC60 does not reach OP2 within 100 years in Cases 5B 
(Figure 3.5) due to the large Smax value. However, when Case 5B simulations are conducted for 
an extended period of time, all ENPs achieve a steady state concentration (Figure E.28 in 
Appendix E). All ENPs achieve a maximum normalized concentration similar to the 
conservative tracer in Cases 6B and 7B at OP1 (Figure 3.6 and Figure E.32 in Appendix E), 
which differs from simulations results in Cases 6A and 7A. This is due to the differences in Smax 
used in these simulations. It is noted that in Case 5B, CNTs breakthrough before nC60 and QDs 
whereas in Case 6B nC60 and QDs breakthrough before CNTs. Smax of nC60 and QDs is same in 
Cases 5B and 6B, while Smax of CNTs of the attenuation layer in Case 5B is smaller than that of 
Case 6B. Hence CNTs it takes time to reach the retention capacity of the attenuation layer in 
Case 6B compared to Case 5B. Over the 100 year period modeled, ENPs reach OP2 in Case 7B 
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(Figure 3.7) but not in Case 6B (Figure E.30 in Appendix E). This is due to the smaller Smax 
values of the aquifer in Case 7B. In Case 10B, all ENPs achieve steady state concentration within 
50 years at OP2 due to limited highest Smax values compared to Case 10A (Figure E.35 in 
Appendix E). The summary of the all the simulations results in this study have been presented in 
Tables 3.5 and 3.6.   
 
Figure 3.4: MWCNT, SWCNT, nC60 and QD breakthrough curves at OP2 for Case 5B. 
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Figure 3.5: MWCNT, SWCNT, nC60 and QD breakthrough curves at OP1 for Case 6B. 
 
Figure 3.6: MWCNT, SWCNT, nC60 and QD breakthrough curves at OP2 for Case 7B. 
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Table 3.5: Summary of the Simulation Results with Smax Calculated Based on a Maximum 
Surface Coverage of Collectors by ENPs of 1% 
 
Case ENP type Smax of 
attenuation 
layer, μg/g 
Smax of 
aquifer, 
μg/g 
 
Arrival time 
at OP2, yr 
Time of 
achieving 
steady state 
condition, yr 
Maximum 
normalized 
concentration 
at OP2 
1A 
(a) MWCNTs 13.60  1.04  1.1 3.5 0.054 
(b) SWCNTs  0.97  0.024  0.2 0.6 
(c) nC60 42.60
 
0.046
 
3.6 7.5 
(d) QDs 14.10
 
0.126 
 
1.3 2.7 
2A 
(a) MWCNTs 13.60  2.08  2.3 4.5 0.437 
(b) SWCNTs  0.97  0.049 0.6 1.5 
(c) nC60 42.60 
 
0.356 
 
4.6 11 
(d) QDs 14.10 
 
0.71 
 
2.1 4 
3A 
(a) MWCNTs 13.60  3.64  7.3 15.5 0.99 
(b) SWCNTs  0.97   0.097  2.1 13.5 
(c) nC60 42.60 
 
 3.14 
 
10.7 37.5 
(d) QDs 14.10 
 
1.41 
 
5.6 15.5 
4 
(a) MWCNTs 
No blocking 
term 
No blocking 
term 
Never Never 0.94 
(b) SWCNTs 
(c) nC60 
(d) QDs 
5A 
(a) MWCNTs 13.60  6.53  67 277.5 0.98 
(b) SWCNTs  0.97   0.49  21 233.5 
(c) nC60 42.60 
 
21.30 
 
233 746.5 
(d) QDs 14.10 
 
7.06 
 
90.5 480.8 
6A 
(a) MWCNTs 416   6.53  Never within 
500 years 
Never within 
500 years 
0.942 
(b) SWCNTs  9.72  0.49  
(c) nC60 426 
 
21.30 
 
(d) QDs 141 
 
7.06 
 
7A 
(a) MWCNTs  416  3.64  Never within 
500 years 
Never within 
500 years 
0.436 
(b) SWCNTs 9.72  0.097  
(c) nC60 426 
 
3.14 
 
(d) QDs 141 
 
1.41 
 
8A 
(a) MWCNTs 1040   13.60  Never within 
1000 years 
Never within 
1000 years 
 
(b) SWCNTs 24.30 0.97  
(c) nC60 1060 
 
42.60 
 
(d) QDs 353 
 
14.10 
 
9A 
(a) MWCNTs 1040   13.60  Never within 
1000 years 
Never within 
1000 years 
 
(b) SWCNTs 24.30   0.97  
(c) nC60 1060 
 
42.60 
 
(d) QDs 353 
 
14.10 
 
 
10A 
(a) MWCNTs 416  3.64  5 14.7 0.989 
(b) SWCNTs 9.72  0.097  2.5 14 
(c) nC60 426 
 
3.14  65 550 
(d) QDs 141 
 
1.41  23.5 600 
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Table 3.6: Summary of the Simulation Results with Smax at Reported Highest Smax of 
Literature 
 
Case ENP type Smax of 
attenuation 
layer, μg/g 
Smax of 
aquifer, 
μg/g 
 
Arrival time 
at OP2, yr 
Time of 
achieving 
steady state 
condition, yr 
Maximum 
normalized 
concentration 
at OP2 
1B 
(a) MWCNTs 
13.60 
 
1.82 
 1.1 4.5 0.054 
(b) SWCNTs 1.3 3.8 
(c) nC60 13.99  
0.0463 
 
1.35 2.7 
(d) QDs 0.126 
 
1.5 2.5 
5B 
(a) MWCNTs 
13.60 6.53 
 67 430 0.98 
(b) SWCNTs 97 450 
(c) nC60 13.99  13.99  
141 500 
(d) QDs 176 510 
6B 
(a) MWCNTs 
13.72 
 
6.53 
 Never within 
100 years 
Never within 
100 years ` 
0.942 
(b) SWCNTs 
(c) nC60 13.99  13.99  
(d) QDs 
7B 
(a) MWCNTs 
13.72
 
3.64  
40 81 0.436 
(b) SWCNTs 43 83.5 
(c) nC60 13.99 
3.14  45 70 
(d) QDs 8.50 
 
51.5 100 
8B 
(a) MWCNTs 
13.72 13.60  
Never within 
1000 years 
Never within 
1000 years 
 
(b) SWCNTs 
(c) nC60 13.99 13.99  
(d) QDs 
9B 
(a) MWCNTs 
13.72  13.60  
Never within 
1000 years 
Never within 
1000 years 
 
(b) SWCNTs 
(c) nC60 13.99  13.99  
(d) QDs 
 
10B 
(a) MWCNTs 
13.72 
 
3.64  
6.3 11 0.989 
(b) SWCNTs 6.7 8.8 
(c) nC60 13.99  
3.14  5.3 9.3 
(d) QDs 8.50  3.8 15.2 
 
 
3.3.2 Effect of Initial Concentration 
An initial ENP concentration (Co) of 10 mg/L in a landfill is likely much larger than would be 
found in the majority of landfill disposal scenarios. To assess the impact of initial concentration 
on MWCNT and nC60 mobility a set of simulations has been conducted with a lower initial ENP 
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concentration using the conditions in Cases 1A, 3A, and 1B. All other model parameters 
remained the same.   
Decreasing the initial concentration increases the time to achieve a steady state ENP 
concentration equivalent to that of the conservative tracer (i.e., 3.5, 6.5, and 32 years for 
MWCNTs  (Figure 3.8) and 7.5, 14, and 68 years for nC60 (Figure F.3 in Appendix F) with Co of 
10, 5, and 1 mg/L respectively in Case 1A at OP2). At the smallest initial ENP concentration, 
Co=0.1 mg/L, no ENPs reach the observation points for these cases. At larger initial landfill 
concentrations a larger mass of ENPs enter the model domain, filling deposition sites sooner, 
leading to ENP breakthrough. As highlighted in Figure 3.9 at the smaller initial MWCNT 
concentration, 0.1 mg/L, MWCNTs have not reached the retention capacity of the porous media. 
Similar sensitivity to initial concentration for nC60 mobility has been observed in the modeling 
study Bai and Li (2012). Though the model domain size and porous media properties of Bai and 
Li (2012) were different, they also found that nC60 mobility decreased with decreasing initial 
concentration. Similar results were found in Case 3A (Figures F.5 and F.8 in Appendix F) as for 
Case 1A.   
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Figure 3.7:  MWCNT breakthrough curves at OP2 (with Smax limited to 1% of the 
projected area) at differing initial landfill concentrations for Case 1A. 
 
Figure 3.8: MWCNT solid phase concentration along a cross-section through the center of 
landfill (i.e., x=65 m) at differing initial concentrations for Case 1A at 100 years. 
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3.3.3 Effect of Attenuation Layer Thickness 
In the simulations presented thus far the model domain had a 3.75 m thick attenuation layer. A 
set of simulations was run, reducing the thickness of the attenuation layer from 3.75 m to 1.75 m, 
for Cases 1A, 3A, and 1B to explore the sensitivity of MWCNT and nC60 transport to attenuation 
layer thickness. All other model parameters remained the same.  
When the attenuation layer thickness decreased to 1.75 m ENPs appear and reach steady state 
concentration earlier. As the attenuation layer thickness decreases, available retention sites 
decrease. The maximum normalized ENP concentration increases 51% at OP2 at 100 years for 
both Cases 1A and 1B compared to simulation results with 3.75 m thick attenuation layers due to 
reduced available retention sites of the attenuation layer and more dilution as the aquifer is 
thicker (Figure 3.10 and Figure F.13 in Appendix F for Cases 1A and 1B respectively for 
MWCNTs and Figures F.15 and F.16 in Appendix F for Cases 1A and 1B respectively for nC60).   
 
Figure 3.9: MWCNT breakthrough curves at OP2 (with Smax limited to 1% of the 
projected area) at differing attenuation layer thickness for Cases 1A and 3A. 
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3.3.4 Effect of Changing Leachate Head inside the Landfill  
The leachate head in the landfill is assumed to be 0.3 m for Cases 1 to 5 in this study producing a 
Darcy velocity from the landfill into the attenuation layer of 2.5 m/yr. A Darcy velocity of 2.5 
m/yr is very high and would represent a worst case scenario for regions that experience large 
amounts of annual precipitation. In this section, the leachate head inside the landfill is assumed 
to be 0.05 m, which reduces the Darcy velocity from 2.5 m/yr to 0.4 m/yr for Cases 1A, 3A, and 
1B. All other parameters remained the same. 
With reduced leachate head inside the landfill, ENPs achieve steady-state concentrations later 
and the steady state concentration decreases due to increased dilution of aquifer water (Figure 
3.11). For example, breakthrough of MWCNTs at the lower leachate head appear 0.75, 2, and 1 
years later in Cases 1A, 3A (Figure 3.11) and 1B (Figure F.19 in Appendix F) respectively at 
OP2 compared to breakthrough at a higher leachate head inside the landfill. The maximum 
normalized MWCNTs concentrations decrease by 38%, 5.5%, and 39% at OP2 with reduced 
leachate head in Case 1A, 3A, and 1B. nC60 simulation results are similar to MWCNT results 
(Figures F.21 and F.22 in Appendix F).  
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Figure 3.11: MWCNT breakthrough curves at OP2 (with Smax limited to 1% of the 
projected area) at different head inside the landfill for Cases 1A and 3A.  
 
3.4 Significance 
In this study the fate and retention of selected ENPs (i.e., MWCNTs, SWCNTs, nC60, and QDs) 
were assessed beneath a landfill using a two-dimensional finite element model. This study found 
that these ENPs would not be mobile beneath landfills that are properly designed and 
constructed. This is due to the fact that ENPs have a very limited mobility through porous media 
with a hydraulic conductivity less than 10
-6
 m/s. However, ENPs are quite mobile in porous 
media with hydraulic conductivity ranging from 10
-2
 to 10
-6 
m/s (collector size ranging from 
2000 to 5 μm). As such landfills those have not been designed and constructed to guidelines, or 
in regions without adequate guidelines, may not be adequately protect groundwater resources.  
The extent of transport from poorly designed and constructed landfills will be case specific, 
however, as presented in this work, transport will likely be limited in short time scales (e.g., less 
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than 50 years).  The large available retention capacity of finer grained porous media permits 
significant ENP deposition and reduction in aqueous phase concentrations. nC60 and QDs 
mobility is less than CNTs due to their smaller size and spherical shape in addition to the larger 
number of available retention sites (Smax). 
Study results are very sensitive to model parameters (e.g., attenuation layer thickness, head 
inside the landfill, recharge, and input ENP concentration).  Model parameters are assumed to be 
known however they will have a range of values (e.g., ENP diameter differs depending on 
synthesis method). A number of assumptions were made in the development of the conceptual 
model (e.g., ENP do not degrade or aggregate over extended periods of time) that need to be 
further investigated. In addition no organic carbon associated with the porous media was 
included in the conceptual model. This may limit ENP travel distance particularly for ENPs that 
may be hydrophobic or slightly hydrophobic. Additional numerical modeling work and theory 
development is needed as there is a limited understanding of ENP migration in fine grain porous 
media.  This should be complemented by additional experimental work in these systems. 
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Chapter 4 
Summary and Recommendations 
4.1 Summary and Conclusions 
The mobility of selected engineered nanoparticles (ENPs): multi-walled carbon nanotubes 
(MWCNTs), single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs), fullerenes (nC60), and quantum dots 
(QDs) in the subsurface at field scale was investigated using a 2D finite element model. This 
numerical model was based on the traditional CFT modified to include a site blocking function 
(ψ). Model simulations were conducted using a hydraulic gradient that is consistent with realistic 
field scenarios, yielding a low pore velocity. To represent a landfill site, compacted silt and clay 
layers were considered as a porous media. The results suggest: 
 The maximum solid phase concentration (Smax) plays a vital role on the mobility of ENPs 
in porous media particularly those with smaller collector size. 
 Smax increases as collector size decreases, which increases ENP attachment of on the solid 
phase and subsequently ENP removal from the aqueous phase. 
 MWCNTs and SWCNTs are quite mobile in porous media with higher hydraulic 
conductivities, but have limited mobility in lower hydraulic conductivity porous media. 
 nC60 and QDs are mobile in coarse and medium type sands, but the mobility of nC60 and 
QDs is very limited in porous media in fine sand to clay. 
 Smax of nC60 and QDs is large compared to that of MWCNTs and SWCNTs in the same 
type of soil due to size and shape considerations. As such, CNTs reach the retention 
capacity sooner in comparison to nC60 and QDs. 
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 The mobility of ENPs drastically decreases in the absence of the site blocking function. 
The results suggested that neglecting the site blocking term underestimates ENPs 
mobility.  
 ENP mobility decreases with decreasing initial concentration in porous medium. As less 
ENP enter the subsurface and most deposit on the solid phase and are thus removed from 
the aqueous phase reducing mobility. 
 As the attenuation layer thickness decreases, available attachments sites decreases with 
increased ENP mobility. 
 Head inside the landfill also influences ENP mobility in porous media. As head 
decreases, the maximum normalized concentration decreases due to increased dilution. 
 
4.2 Recommendations 
The mobility of ENPs depends on collector size and maximum retention capacity (Smax) of the 
porous media. Smax is highly controlled by collector size, velocity, and physical properties of 
ENPs. Fate and retention of ENPs are strongly influenced by Smax. But there is inadequate 
information available to estimate Smax of various soils. Smax relations proposed in previous 
studies have limitations. This study suggests that determination of Smax for conditions 
corresponding to different collector sizes is needed to understand the mobility and deposition of 
ENPs accurately in porous media. Besides, more attention should be applied to precisely 
estimate Smax of available ENPs of different size and shape. Without this site blocking term, the 
numerical model underestimates ENPs mobility.  
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A number of simplifying assumptions were made in the development of the numerical model.  
For example unique ENP and porous properties were assumed however a stochastic approach is 
likely more appropriate to investigate the environmental fate of ENPs. Furthermore CNTs were 
assumed to be rigid rods however they likely aggregate and are not monodisperse in subsurface 
systems. Porous media surface chemistry was assumed to be uniform and the surface not 
contains patches of organic carbon. This will undoubtedly impact ENP transport. Finally ENPs 
were assumed to be stable for the duration of the simulation time (i.e., 100s of years) and not 
degrade. These are the limitations of this study. Further work should be done on these points to 
accurately predict ENPs mobility in realistic porous media at field scale. 
Another important term is the attachment term (Katt) which is directly related to the single-
collector removal efficiency (ηο). The relationship of Nelson and Ginn, (2011) has limitations for 
determining ηο for spherical colloids. This relation cannot estimate ηο precisely for collector size 
< 5 μm and velocity < 10-7 m/s. However, silt and clay soils have collector size less than 5 μm, 
which are available in natural porous media and also groundwater velocity can be less than 10
-7
 
m/s at realistic field scales. It is suggested to investigate the ηο equation for a wide range of 
realistic scenarios. Straining was not considered in this modeling study but it may become a 
dominant removal mechanism beyond a collector size according to the previous studies. Hence it 
should be considered in future numerical analysis.  
 
4.3 References: 
Nelson, K.E. and Ginn, T.R., 2011. New collector efficiency equation for colloid filtration in 
both natural and engineered flow conditions. Water Resour. Res., 47(5): W05543. 
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Appendices 
Appendix A 
Equations Related to Model Parameters   
 
A.1 Single Collector Removal Efficiency 
The single collector removal efficiency (ηo), which is associated with the traditional colloid 
filtration theory (CFT), is summation of three individual traditional removal mechanisms: 
interception, diffusion, and gravitational sedimentation: 
                                                                                                                                                   [A-1]                                                                                                                                      
For cylindrical ENPs (i.e., CNTs), ηo for ‘side contact’ (i.e., contact occurring with the length of 
nanotube being parallel to collector surface) is calculated following Liu et al. (2009) proposed 
equations which was developed based on the model of Yao et al. (1971), for particles with large 
aspect ratio: 
                                                                                                                                                   [A-2] 
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where, l is particle length, dp is particle diameter, dc is collector diameter, μ is fluid viscosity, ν is 
pore velocity, KB is the Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute temperature, g is acceleration due 
to gravity, ρp is bulk density of soil,  and ρ is fluid density. 
Both Tufenkji and Elimelech (2004a) and Nelson and Ginn (2011) developed formulae for 
estimating ηο of the spherical ENPs (i.e, nC60, QDs). However, these studies have some 
limitations. Nelson and Ginn (2011) developed ηο equation based on the Lagrangian simulations 
conducted in Happel’s sphere-in-cell porous media. In this study, the relationship of Nelson and 
Ginn (2011) is selected as it permits a one order magnitude smaller grain size and fluid velocity 
compared to that of Tufenkji and Elimelech (2004a).  
Table A. 1: Parameter Ranges for Development of Single Collector Removal Efficiency 
Equations 
 
Parameters Tufenkji and Elimelech, (2004a) Nelson and Ginn, (2011) 
Minimum value Maximum value Minimum value Maximum value 
Particles radius, ap 5 nm 5 μm 5 nm 5 μm 
Collector radius, ac 25 μm 0.25 mm 5 μm 0.6 mm 
Fluid approach 
velocity, U 
7x10
-6
 m/s 2x10
-3 
m/s 1x10
-7
 m/s 2x10
-3
 m/s 
Fluid viscosity, μ   7.98x10-4 Pa. s 1.518x10-3 Pa. s 
Fluid density, ρf   995.65 kg/m
3
 1000 kg/m
3 
Particles density, ρp 1000 kg/m
3 
1800 kg/m
3 
1000 kg/m
3 
1800 kg/m
3 
Hamaker constant, Ĥ 3x10-21 J 4x10-20 J 3x10-21 J 4x10-20 J 
Temperature, T 298 K 278 K 303 K 
Porosity, n 0.36 0.26 0.48 
The equations of Nelson and Ginn (2011) were defined as: 
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                                                                                                                                                   [A-5] 
where, AS is the parameter as a function of porosity (n) expressed as: 
   
 (    )
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                                                                                                                                                 [A-12] 
                                                                                                                                                 [A-13] 
where, ap is particle radius, ρp is particle density, ρf is fluid density, U is fluid approach velocity 
(Darcy flux), and Ĥ is the Hamaker constant.  
 
A.2 Calculating Projection Area 
This study calculates projected area of both cylindrical and spherical ENPs considering the 
projection area of a single particle on a single collector surface in porous media. Among the 
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Mattison et al. (2011) (Figure A.1) and 1% of estimated projection area (Equation A-14) which 
one is less.  
 
Figure A. 1: Relationship between Smax and specific surface area of soil (Mattison et al., 
2011) 
Smax of the spherical ENPs (i.e., nC60, QDs) is calculated using the relationship of Li et al. (2008) 
(Equation 2.13 in Chapter 2) and 1% of estimated projected area (Equation A-15) which one is 
less.  
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where, rs is radius of soil grain, ρs is density of soil grain, rCNT is radius of CNTs, ρCNT is density of 
CNTs, rENP is radius of spherical ENPs, and ρENP is density of spherical ENPs.  
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A.3 Hamaker Constant 
For nC60, the Hamaker constant (Ĥ) is selected from the previous fullerenes studies (Brant et al., 
2005; Li et al., 2008). Ĥ of QDs is chosen from Torkzaban et al. (2012) study, who followed on 
the work of Bergendahl and Grasso (1999).  
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Appendix B 
Velocity contours with the minimum limit at the minimum limit (1x10
-7
 m/s) of Nelson and 
Ginn, (2011) for the simulations of all Cases  
 
Figure B. 1: Representative model domain showing velocity of Case 1 
 
Figure B. 2: Representative model domain showing velocity of Case 2 
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Figure B. 3: Representative model domain showing velocity of Case 3 
 
 
Figure B. 4: Representative model domain showing velocity of Case 4 
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Figure B. 5: Representative model domain showing velocity of Case 5 
 
Figure B. 6: Representative model domain showing velocity of Case 6 in this case the 
maximum limit is less than the minimum limit of Nelson and Ginn, (2011) velocity range) 
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Figure B. 7: Representative model domain showing velocity of Case 7 
 
Figure B. 8: Representative model domain showing velocity of Case 8 (in this case the 
maximum limit is less than the minimum limit of Nelson and Ginn, (2011) velocity range, so 
no magnitude bar appears in this case) 
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Figure B. 9: Representative model domain showing velocity of Case 9 
Velocity contour with the minimum limit (1x10
-8
 m/s) at below the one-order magnitude of the 
minimum limit (1x10
-7
 m/s) of Nelson and Ginn, (2011) for the simulations of all Cases  
 
Figure B. 10: Representative model domain showing velocity of Case 1 
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Figure B. 11: Representative model domain showing velocity of Case 2 
 
Figure B. 12: Representative model domain showing velocity of Case 3 
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Figure B. 13: Representative model domain showing velocity of Case 4 
 
Figure B. 14: Representative model domain showing velocity of Case 5 
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Figure B. 15: Representative model domain showing velocity of Case 6 
 
Figure B. 16: Representative model domain showing velocity of Case 7 
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Figure B. 17: Representative model domain showing velocity of Case 8 
 
Figure B. 18: Representative model domain showing velocity of Case 9 
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Appendix C 
Numerical Model Validation 
 
C.1 Introduction 
 
To validate the model results, one-dimensional (1D) finite elements model was developed to 
compare simulation results of Mattison et al. (2011). This paper has been chosen for validation 
purpose of this study as the necessary parameters are available to the author. 
 
C.2 Model Development 
 
A 1D finite elements model is developed using two sets of data: one set of data at low pore 
velocity (0.43 m/d) and one set of data at high pore velocity (4.2 m/d) with 50 μm sands packed 
column, solving the following mass balance equations (Liu et al., 2009): 
                                                                                                                                                   [C-1] 
                                                                                                                                                   [C-2] 
where, C is concentration of MWCNTs, ρb is bulk density, n is porosity, S is quantity of attached 
MWCNTs to the solid phase, ν is pore velocity, αL is longitudinal dispersivity, t is time, x is 
spatial dimension in the column, Ψ is a site blocking term, and Smax is the maximum solid phase 
concentration (e.g., Johnson and Elimelech, 1995; Li et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2009):  
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Katt.i  and Katt.ii are defined as attachment rate constants for fast and slow attachment respectively 
which are associated with the colloid filtration theory (CFT) due to three traditional removal 
mechanisms (e.g., diffusion, interception, and gravitational sedimentation) (Li et al., 2008; Liu et 
al., 2009; Tufenkji and Elimelech, 2004b; Tufenkji et al., 2003; Yoon et al., 2006): 
                                                                                                                                                   [C-4] 
 
                                                                                                                                                   [C-5] 
where, dc is collector diameter, αi and αii are collision efficiency factors associated with fast and 
slow deposition respectively, and ηo is single collector removal efficiency calculated following 
the relationship of cylindrical MWCNTs by Liu et al. (2009). The 1D numerical model is 
validated using the experimental and simulation data provided by Mattison et al. (2011). Table 
C.1 shows the input parameters of the model. 
Table C.1: Model Inputs Parameters 
 
Mean 
grain 
size,  
d50 
(μm) 
Collector 
bulk 
density,  
ρb (kg/m
3
) 
Pore 
velocity, 
υ (m/d) 
Initial 
concentration 
of 
MWCNTs,  
C (mg/L) 
Maximum 
solid phase 
concentration, 
Smax (μg/g) 
Longitudinal 
dispersivity,  
αL (m) 
Fast/ 
favorable 
attachment 
rate  
constant,  
 Katt.i (s
-1
) 
Fast/ 
favorable 
attachment 
efficiency, 
αi 
Slow/ 
unfavorable 
attachment 
rate  
constant, 
Katt.ii (s
-1
) 
 
Slow/ 
unfavorable 
attachment 
efficiency, 
αii 
50 1600 0.43 8 13.72 2.73x10
-3
 3.89x10
-4
 0.024 8.62x10
-5
 0.0053 
476 1600 4.2 8 12.91 2.42x10
-3
 4.77x10
-3 
0.14 3.72x10
-4 
0.01 
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C.3 Model Validation 
The 1D numerical model, using the data of d50= 50 μm sand for low pore velocity (0.43 m/d), is 
validated against a 1D model and experiment results of Mattison et al. (2011) to ensure accuracy 
(Figure C.1). Mattison et al. (2011) used 1D finite elements model based on the traditional CFT 
modified by site blocking term (Ψ) and dual deposition, which was inverse model to fit 
parameters. This study has worked with those parameters to produce those breakthrough curves 
(BTCs). The solution of this study is in good agreement with Mattison et al. (2011) graphs. The 
model could able to produce same BTC as Mattison et al. (2011) simulation results. 
 
Figure C. 1: Comparison of 1D COMSOL solution and Mattison et al. (2011) simulation 
and experiment results of low pore velocity (0.43 m/d) 
Again, the 2
nd
 set of data of high pore velocity is used to validate this 1D numerical model 
against Mattison et al. (2011) 1D model and experimental results (Experiments A and B are 
replicates) to check accuracy (Figure C.2). The solution is completely fitted to Mattison et al. 
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(2011) BTCs. At the high pore velocity, the solution follows same increasing pattern as Mattison 
et al. (2011) results. 
 
Figure C. 2: Comparison of 1D COMSOL solution and Mattison et al. (2011) simulation 
and experiments results of high pore velocity (4.2 m/d) 
 
C.4 Conclusions 
 
This 1D numerical model helps the author to get an entire knowledge on numerical modeling.  
Comparison to the numerical modeling results and experimental data of Mattison et al., 2011, 
suggests that the current model is validated.  
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Appendix D 
Hydraulic Head and Velocity Profiles for Different Cases 
 
 
Table D.1: Average velocity of different Cases 
 
Case Head inside 
the landfill, 
HL, m 
Average Darcy velocity from 
landfill through Attenuation 
Layer  
Average horizontal Darcy velocity 
in the aquifer, m/d 
Upstream Downstream 
m/s m/yr 
1 0.3 9.5x10
-8
 2.99 4.23 4.41 
2 0.3 9.1x10
-8
 2.87 0.37 0.47 
3 0.3 8.9x10
-8
 2.81 1.3x10
-5
 0.0656 
4 and 5 0.3 9x10
-8
 2.83 -5.62x10
-3
 9.5x10
-3
 
6 0.3 1x10
-8
 0.32 0.11 6.6x10
-3
 
7 0.3 1x10
-8
 0.32 0.037 0.047 
8 3 5x10
-9
 0.16 -2.1x10
-3
 1.6x10
-3
 
9 6 1x10
-8
 0.32 -4.15x10
-3
 2.5x10
-3
 
10 6 2x10
-7
 6.31 -0.027 0.076 
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Figure D.1: Representative model domain showing hydraulic head (contour lines) and 
velocity (arrow lines) of Case 1 
 
Figure D.2: Representative model domain showing magnitude of velocity of Case 1 
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Figure D.3: Representative model domain showing hydraulic head (surface) and velocity 
(arrow lines) of Case 2 
 
Figure D.4: Representative model domain showing magnitude of velocity of Case 2 
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Figure D.5: Representative model domain showing hydraulic head (surface) and velocity 
(arrow lines) of Case 3 
 
Figure D.6: Representative model domain showing magnitude of velocity of Case 3 
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Figure D.7: Representative model domain showing hydraulic head (contour lines) and 
velocity (arrow lines) of Cases 4 and 5 
 
Figure D.8: Representative model domain showing magnitude of velocity of Cases 4 and 5 
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Figure D.9: Representative model domain showing hydraulic head (surface) and velocity 
(arrow lines) of Case 6 
 
Figure D.10: Representative model domain showing the magnitude of velocity of Case 6 
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Figure D.11: Representative model domain showing hydraulic head (surface) and velocity 
(arrow lines) of Case 7 
 
Figure D.12: Representative model domain showing the magnitude of velocity of Case 7 
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Figure D.13: Representative model domain showing hydraulic head (surface) and velocity 
(arrow lines) of Case 8 
 
Figure D.14: Representative model domain showing the magnitude of velocity of Case 8 
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Figure D.15: Representative model domain showing hydraulic head (surface) and velocity 
(arrow lines) of Case 9 
 
Figure D.16: Representative model domain showing the magnitude of velocity of Case 9 
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Appendix E 
Simulations Results of Different Cases 
 
Figure E.1: MWCNT, SWCNT, nC60, and QD breakthrough curves at OP1 for Case 1A. 
 
 
Figure E.2: MWCNT, SWCNT, nC60, and QD solid phase concentration along a cross-
section through the center of landfill (i.e., x=65 m) for Case 1A at 100 years. 
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Figure E.3: MWCNT, SWCNT, nC60, and QD concentration profile along a cross-section 
through the center of landfill (i.e., x=65 m) for Case 1A at 100 years. 
 
 
Figure E.4: MWCNT, SWCNT, nC60, and QD breakthrough curves at OP1 for Case 2A. 
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Figure E.5: MWCNT, SWCNT, nC60, and QD breakthrough curves at OP2 for Case 2A. 
 
 
Figure E.6: MWCNT, SWCNT, nC60, and QD solid phase concentration along a cross-
section through the center of landfill (i.e., x=65 m) for Case 2A at 100 years. 
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Figure E.7: MWCNT, SWCNT, nC60, and QD concentration profile along a cross-section 
through the center of landfill (i.e., x=65 m) for Case 2A at 100 years. 
 
 
Figure E.8: MWCNT, SWCNT, nC60, and QD breakthrough curves at OP1 for Case 3A. 
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Figure E.9: MWCNT, SWCNT, nC60, and QD breakthrough curves at OP2 for Case 3A. 
 
 
Figure E.10: MWCNT, SWCNT, nC60, and QD solid phase concentration along a cross-
section through the center of landfill (i.e., x=65 m) for Case 3A at 100 years. 
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Figure E.11: MWCNT, SWCNT, nC60, and QD concentration profile along a cross-section 
through the center of landfill (i.e., x=65 m) for Case 3A at 100 years. 
 
 
Figure E.12: MWCNT, SWCNT, nC60, and QD breakthrough curves at OP1 for Case 4. 
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Figure E.13: MWCNT, SWCNT, nC60, and QD breakthrough curves at OP1 for Case 5A. 
 
Figure E. 14: MWCNT, SWCNT, nC60, and QD breakthrough curves at OP2 for extended 
time period for Case 5A 
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Figure E.15: MWCNT, SWCNT, nC60, and QD solid phase concentration along a cross-
section through the center of landfill (i.e., x=65 m) for Case 5A at 100 years. 
 
Figure E.16: MWCNT, SWCNT, nC60, and QD concentration profile along a cross-section 
through the center of landfill (i.e., x=65 m) for Case 5A at 100 years. 
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Figure E.17: MWCNT, SWCNT, nC60, and QD breakthrough curves at OP1 for Case 6A. 
 
Figure E.18: MWCNT, SWCNT, nC60, and QD breakthrough curves at OP1 for Case 7A. 
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Figure E.19: MWCNT, SWCNT, nC60, and QD breakthrough curves at OP1 for Case 8A. 
 
Figure E.20: MWCNT, SWCNT, nC60, and QD breakthrough curves at OP1 for Case 9A. 
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Figure E. 21: MWCNT, SWCNT, nC60, and QD breakthrough curves at OP1 for Case 10A 
 
 
Figure E. 22: MWCNT, SWCNT, nC60, and QD breakthrough curves at OP2 for Case 10A 
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Figure E. 23: MWCNT, SWCNT, nC60, and QD breakthrough curves at OP2 for extended 
time periods for Case 10A 
 
 
Figure E. 24: MWCNT, SWCNT, nC60, and QD concentration profile along a cross-section 
through the center of landfill (i.e., x=65 m) for Case 10A at 100 years. 
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Figure E.25: MWCNT, SWCNT, nC60, and QD breakthrough curves at OP1 for Case 1B. 
 
Figure E.26: MWCNT, SWCNT, nC60, and QD solid phase concentration along a cross-
section through the center of landfill (i.e., x=65 m) for Case 1B at 100 years. 
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Figure E.27: MWCNT, SWCNT, nC60, and QD breakthrough curves at OP1 for Case 5B. 
 
 
Figure E. 28: MWCNT, SWCNT, nC60, and QD breakthrough curves at OP2 for extended 
time period for Case 5B. 
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Figure E.29: MWCNT, SWCNT, nC60, and QD solid phase concentration along a cross-
section through the center of landfill (i.e., x=65 m) for Case 5B at 100 years. 
 
 
Figure E. 30: MWCNT, SWCNT, nC60, and QD breakthrough curves at OP2 for Case 6B 
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Figure E.31: MWCNT, SWCNT, nC60, and QD solid phase concentration along a cross-
section through the center of landfill (i.e., x=65 m) for Case 6B at 100 years. 
 
 
Figure E.32: MWCNT, SWCNT, nC60, and QD breakthrough curves at OP1 for Case 7B. 
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Figure E.33: MWCNT, SWCNT, nC60, and QD solid phase concentration along a cross-
section through the center of landfill (i.e., x=65 m) for Case 7B at 100 years.  
 
 
Figure E. 34: MWCNT, SWCNT, nC60, and QD breakthrough curves at OP1 for Case 10B. 
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Figure E. 35: MWCNT, SWCNT, nC60, and QD breakthrough curves at OP2 for Case 10B. 
 
 
Figure E. 36: MWCNT, SWCNT, nC60, and QD solid phase concentration along a cross-
section through the center of landfill (i.e., x=65 m) for Case 10B at 100 years. 
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Appendix F 
Simulations Results by Changing Model Parameters of Different Cases 
F.1 Effect of Initial Concentration 
 
Figure F.1: MWCNT breakthrough curves at OP1 at different initial concentrations for 
Case 1A. 
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Figure F.2: nC60 breakthrough curves at OP1 at different initial concentrations for Case 
1A. 
 
Figure F.3: nC60 breakthrough curves at OP2 at different initial concentrations for Case 
1A. 
 
 
Figure F.4: MWCNT breakthrough curves at OP1 at different initial concentrations for 
Case 3A. 
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Figure F.5: MWCNT breakthrough curves at OP2 at different initial concentrations for 
Case 3A. 
 
 
Figure F.6: MWCNT solid phase concentration along a cross-section through the center of 
landfill (i.e., x=65 m) at differing initial concentrations for Case 3A at 100 years. 
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Figure F.7: nC60 breakthrough curves at OP1 at different initial concentrations for Case 
3A. 
 
 
Figure F.8: nC60 breakthrough curves at OP2 at different initial concentrations for Case 
3A. 
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Figure F.9: MWCNT breakthrough curves at OP2 at different initial concentrations for 
Case 1B. 
 
 
Figure F.10: nC60 breakthrough curves at OP2 at different initial concentrations for Case 
1B.  
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F.2 Effect of Attenuation Layer Thickness 
 
Figure F.11: MWCNT breakthrough curves at OP1 at different attenuation layer thickness 
for Cases 1A and 3A. 
 
 
Figure F.12: MWCNT solid phase concentration along a cross-section through the center of 
landfill (i.e., x=65 m) with attenuation layer of 3.75 and 1.75 m thick for Cases 1A and 3A 
at 100 years. 
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Figure F.13: MWCNT breakthrough curves at OP2 at different attenuation layer thickness 
for Case 1B. 
 
 
Figure F.14: nC60 breakthrough curves at OP1 at different attenuation layer thickness for 
Cases 1A and 3A. 
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Figure F.15: nC60 breakthrough curves at OP2 at different attenuation layer thickness for 
Cases 1A and 3A. 
 
 
Figure F.16: nC60 breakthrough curves at OP2 at different attenuation layer thickness for 
Case 1B. 
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F.3 Effect of Changing Head inside the Landfill 
 
 
Figure F.17: MWCNT breakthrough curves at OP1 at different head inside the landfill for 
Cases 1A and 3A. 
 
 
Figure F.18: MWCNT solid phase concentration along a cross-section through the center of 
landfill (i.e., x=65 m) with head 0.30 and 0.05 m inside the landfill for Cases 1A and 3A at 
100 years. 
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Figure F.19: MWCNT breakthrough curves at OP2 at different head inside the landfill for 
Cases 1B.  
 
 
Figure F.20: nC60 breakthrough curves at OP1 at different head inside the landfill for 
Cases 1A and 3A. 
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Figure F.21: nC60 breakthrough curves at OP2 at different head inside the landfill for 
Cases 1A and 3A.  
 
 
Figure F.22: nC60 breakthrough curves at OP2 at different head inside the landfill for Case 
1B. 
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